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1'
FOREWORD

Sinfe 1972, the Army. Research Institute for the Behavioral & SOcial
1ARI) has been active in research on the policy, operational

rloblemsi and programs of theArmy's race relations/equal opportunity
(RR/E0) program. In 1973',:in response to a specific requirement of the
Assidtant Sbcretark of,Defense*1M&RAYARI-initiated.the development of
the. Racial Attitudes ancePerceptiOns Survey'(RAPS):,_The purpose of the
survey was-to measure racial. climate'at installation level, servfcewide.
This paper, the. first of two. covers the research involved in the devel-
'opment of the survey instrument.' The research. was conducted under ArmyProject "Raceliararny Promotion Programs," itlthe'FY 1974
Work Program, as an in-hodse effortiaugmented by a'contract witItHuman

' Sciences ResleAch,ihoInc., under contractDAHC194-7a-C-0037.

411.noe'1974, the Army Equal Opportunity Research program has been
conddcted at the.Presidio of Monterey, Field Unit.

4
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THE 'RACIAL ATTITUDES AND. PERCEPTfON SURVEY RAPS)
"x

. BRIEF
f

I

Requirement:
.---"-- . 0 .

..
..° .

, ..,' -To develop, validate, and determine the reliability of an instrument
that'can measure'racial attitudesand.perceptions of military personnel. 0

. .. - i

...procedure: 0 '

- .-.- i;
.

it'
,i -.:.

. . - . .
.An experimental instrument was developed and given experimental

,

field tryout on apprOximately 3,020 Army personnel.- It was revised And
then administered to approximately 4,000 personnel in the Amy, Marine
Corps, Air .ForCe, and Navy. The resulting data were subjected to A vart.--

' ety of analyses, iqcluding item analysis, factor analysis, congruence
'analysie, correlation analysis, and analysis of.variance, asapproprtate.
Indicators 'of reliability and construct validity were alSo obtained.

) ...
.

.Findinbm:
....

,
.. .

The research produced the'Racial Attitude's and Perceptions Survey
I(RAPS)'. ,A- separate manual provides detailed instruCtione on RAPS idminisr

tration and the interpretation'and
use.of'results, :,The:.RAPS has two major

cohponenisl. the RacialPerceOtions'InVentoryARPI) and the. Incidence of.
Discriminatory Behaviors(IDB),-

. ,
..

. the RPI measures attitudes-or perceitioes on four. scales: (1) Per-
*tceived Discrimination'Against BlaCks (PDB3; (2)%Attitude Towar.d Racial

Interaction'CATIli (3) Feelings of Reverse RecisM (FRB); ind(4.),Racial
'Climate (RC). 1- ..

.

.

. i
.

_
,The IDB lists 42. specific

.

disCriminatory behaviors and asks respon-
dents to 'rate each "Otte on: how frequently they observe that behavior
occurring 'at their instillations. The'RPI is.intended to measure atti,-
tudes and perceptiOn, and the IDt is intended tb measure the frequencysok occurrence of specific' discriminatory behaviors.-

.:

Higblihts oeadditional findingsareiummarized,as follows.. .

__,:
, . . .:

. . - .
.

. .

; Racial attitudes and perception#.are reliably! measured bythe
4 %instrument on four.scales% Internal consistency measures (dOef-

4 ? ficient alpha) range from .79 to .90 for whited and .74 to .92.:-- .

l .for backs.
.*,

.
*

p



.

I

1

,
.

.

In terms of fa construct validity model, the evidence-obtained .

supports the conclusion that the RPf is a valid, measure of these
four dimensions. , ,.

A 0, 6 .
. Se .

The RATS. instrument appears to work equally well in all four
services And for blacks as well as' whites (except that the,
response of biacks.to FR? items 'is difficult .to interpret).

.1
,

.

The 'RAPS, appeared to .be a higIlly 4ppropriate instrument to assess
-. ' racial climate at a Military instillation at a given time and. for'

.,

leasuritig changes in that climate over time. '

. "'

. .
.

1 .

UtilizatAonof..Findingy:
.

.

% -
. .

.

'The RAPS is used at selected Army installati6Us.to measure racial
climate.' The Ilefepee Race Relations Iustitute(DRRI) includes the RAPS
in its Phasic ri cu'rriculum for Army Equal Opportunity staff personnel.

.1.... .

.

.17

0
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THERACIAL ATTITUDES AND PERCEPTIONS SURVEY (RAPS)

. .

. INTRODUCTION
i 0

1

a

.
In thetarl 1970's, as the military services initiated new anp more

:comprehensive programa aimed at improving race relations and equal oppor-
tunity, an oSvi s need arose for means of measuring the changes these
programs were producing. . How effective were, the programs? To what extent

.

.:.
did'the programs achieve their intended objectives?

'One of the few avaiiable measuring instruments holding-promIse for
meeting.thts need was the; Racial Perceptions Inventory (RPI), developed
0 Walter Reed Artily Institute of Research (Borus, Stanton, Fiman, & DOud,
1972)'.. The Department of Defense tasked the Department of the Army to
eetabliiih the reliability and validity of the RPI for assessing race'reAa-
tions programeffectiveneitin the military services. Secretary.of Defense,

..1972). Theo Research Institute was given.the mission by the Office
of the Chief of 1esearch and Development4partment of the. Army. Accord-
inaly, a research project was initiated to determ;.ne the reliability and.

;:v/ alidity of the RPI and to further develop it as an instrument that could
measure the impact of race relations programs.

The major, objective of the research was to establish a way of measur-
ing Changes that are a result of race relations programs. This required.
the deVelopment ofan'instrument that Would'reliably measure racial Atti-
tadei aid perceptions. ,In*Sidition, it required an assessment of the
usefulness of the instrument.for easuring the impact.of race relations .
'prOgramm, epecifically, including training p . AcCotdingly, the
Racial Attitudes and Perceptions Survey (RAPS) was eloped and validated.

The RAPS is a paper- and - pencil questionnaire that measures .the atti-
tudes and perceptions of.military'personnel on racial matters experienced
in daily. life (Appendix A). Its primary purpose is to provide. objective
information to the installation commander (or the pOst race relation/
equal opportunity (RR/EO) Officer) to aid in the general program to redtce
racial discrimination and promote racial harmony. , .H

This report describes the deVelopment and validation of the RAPS.
Assessment of RAPS' usefulness in measuring impact of race relations
training is coveted in another report.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE RAPS

'Who RAPS consists of two major 'parts: thelaCial. perceptions Inven,
. ten, (RPI) and the Xncidence_of.DisCriminatory Behaviors (IDB). This
loeCtiOn describes the velopMent.of'each part.

13



Racial Perceptions Inventory

- Rationale. A review of the relwrant.soCiological and psychological
literatuke concerning the measurement Of racial attitudes and perceptions
indicated much research with single-item questions specifically generated
for that research (Robinson, Rusk, & Head, 197.3). Single-item measures
are unieliable and are not a useful measuring technique. .Relatively few
attitude scales have been developed, and most of these are plagued by the
psychometric issues of reliability and validity that reduce their useful-
ness. Also, most of these focus exclusively on the attitude's of whites
about blacks and other minority groups and do not examine attitudes Of fs.,
minority groups about peopl f other races. For example, the MultifacT
for Racial Attitude Inventory (Woodmansee & Cook, 1967) consists.of'10
separate subscales of various attitudes toward blacks. These scales were
based entirely on a white sample and can only be used to measure thee
attitudes of whites toward blacks.

Littleattention'has been paid to measuring perceptions of racial
discrimination or discriminatory behavicirs. ,Schuman and Harding (1964)
developedOscales that attempt to measure.Erejudice toward three minority
groups, and the rationality with which theAviews are held. Those scales'
have significant theoretical interest related to the. dynamics of preju- -

dice,but they were not developed to assess racial olimate. In addition,

many of the available attitude scales were developed 10 to 20 years ago
and consequently have outdated item content that is sometimes offensive
to people of different races. The Ethnocentrismscale, for examPle,,i
The Authoritarian Personality (Adorno, 1950) was designed to measure a
person's ideological system pertaining to groups and group relations.
Although theAnitrudent provided useful and interesting results in the
past, its item content is quite outdated and its results would no longer
be useful.

The goals of this project require the development of an instrument
that will tap into the attitudes of blacks as well as whites and yield
information about the perceptions by both blacks and whites of unequal
opportunities and racial OiScriqnation Also, the instrument must be
able to measur attitudes and perceptions as they are uniquely defined

##by the milit ay environment. Concepts and terminology unique to the
military mustibe satisfactorily included. 4 . °

. Instrument Development. Three instruments servef as the primary
sources of an item pool for the development of an instrument consistent
withthe desi ed rationales: the original Racial Perceptions Inventory
(Borusi-Fiman Stanton, & Doud, n.d.), the Navy Human Relations QueS-
tioniaire (CNA (Stoloff, 1972), and the Enlisted Personnel Questionnaire
on Race Relations in the'Army (EPO). (Nordlie &"Thomas; 1974) used in pre-'

e
vious ARI research.

\



In its initial form, the.RPI was'a series. of Like =tyfe Items priT
matily developed by Jongihan F. Borus and Byron G. Fi n. They adminis -
.tered their instrument at a number of Army posts and, through fadtor
analysis? found that theit items clustered intorthree scales: .:)Attituden.i
Toward-Integration (ATI) ; Perceptions of Raci61'91scrimination (PRD), an&
Backlash Feelings (DF). ,

. Even though as many as 66 items had t .sed as part of the RPI at
various times only 31 items fell into'the facttirs.' It-was deter-
mined that it would be necessary to deveThp,new item( to add to the 31
item which had been defined as the RPI. Particular emphasiatileeded to
'be placed on developing items for the Backlash.Feflings (BF) scale, since
it only consisted of six items. Because one of the major research tasks
'Was to evaluate'the-RPI, ieyas.decidedito treat the 31 items that had
been defined as the RPI as a major eleMent of the questionnaire. With
some minor wor4ing changes for greater clarity, the RPI items were re"

'.tained intact throughout the instruments modificition and development
stages so that the validity of these 31 items couid be evaluated.

. The other instrumentspkere revieweditwith'the idea of using them to
accomplish three purposes;, to add item's to 'the RPI to increase its
reliability; to add items.tomeasure other, but similar, concepts; and
to add.itemasubceptible to the kinds of changes that might occur as the
result of race relations training.

The best possible source for new RPI-type.items appeared to be-an
instrument used earlier byothe Center for Naval Analyses (CNA). with Navy
personnel and used in a previous sstudy for the Army. This instrument t

consisted of Likert -type Items simildirto those.used in the RPI. A
factor analysis otresults obtained with,this instrument had shown three
somewhat different, factors, called Racial Climate,. Perceptions of Dis- .

crimination,eand Racial Generalization. The Perceptions of Discrimina-
tion items Corresponded'to the RPI.Perceptidns of Racial Discrimination

scale items. The Racial GeneralizatiOn items were similar to the.Back-
.

lash Feelings items to the RPI. The Racial.Climate items apparently had
not:been.tapped in previous work on the RPI.. These items ultimately cow-
bined.t0 create,a Racial Climate scale.. V

.1. s .

Because the, available £nstrum*nts had'been\w3ed to different' audi,'
ences and for other purpOees than those in'ihe current effort,'it was
necessary to review each item carefully. Thegoall was to eliminate ex-
cess-redundancy while'still askintiAnough relevant ..questions to achieve
instrument reliability.

. '! 0

CNA items that did not duplicate RPI-ite&s, ere'added to this sec-
tion.of the questionnaire. In'additiOn; guestionsefrom the Enlisted Per-
sonnel Questionnaire (EPQ)' on race relations in the Army were reviewed-

..for possible use as Ilk-type items... 4

.ot
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. Incidenge of Discriminatory. Behaviors

During the review of requirements for this project, it became appar-
ent.that none of.the. instruments was useful for assessing behavior as
opposed toattitudes. -Therefore it was decided that an instrument should
be developed that-indicated howmuch discriminatory behavior respondents_
saw, around them. A list of types of%discrimination.that:Might occur on a

' military*.post was therefore prepared. This list was discussed indetail
in inter4lews with black soldiers on a militarY post to add and'refine
the items that would ultimately constitute the IDB.

'' The IDB, as pretested, consisted of 44 statements in a personal,
localiied form, having to do with actual discriminatory acts: Respon-
dents were asked to indicate,on a 5-point scale ranging from "very good"
to "very bad," howmthey would feel if such an act happened.: They were,
also asked to indicate how often (frequency) they. personally "saw or
heard" inichicti "on this post" On a 5-point scale ranging .from "never"
to very often."

InstrumentPretesting

The experimental RAPS (RPI plus the IDB) was.subjecteeto a series
orrevisions, based upon administratiOn.to three small Army samples
'iN =32, N =,54, andN = Each sample was approximately half' b1 .416k.

and half white, with. sample 3 (N= 114) including some officers with en-
listed personnel% Minor changes were.made to clarify wordins or. meaning,
prior to the thirdairetest. With regard to IDB items, the 'question "How
dOes this'make you:feel?* was chahged.to "Habw much do youthink in act
'of this type wililead to racial tension?" Responses-formed a-4-point
scale, ranging from ",will' not lead to racial eension".to "will always
lead to raciaitenktOn."

-
412

items were 'examined in terms of diltribntion of responses for
blacks and whites*. Those items that did not discriminate between black
6
.and white respondents,, when (a) mean scores were computed (using a t test
at. the .01 lev91) or (b) when variances Were compared (using the F test
at the 41 level),.became candidates for elimination. These items were
then reviewed individnally,tosee if.the'itefts might measure attitude
changeas the result of program'trainingt if not, the items were deleted.

.
Tfieonly exceptions to this .analysis were the original 31 RPI items"

4

'The IDB was also examined to determine if any items shodld-be
deleted. The items were divided into four, groups:

r, 1. High frequency, high tension;

2. High. frequencyi.low

4:

I

r.



. 3. Low frequency, high tension; and

4. tow frequency,' low tension.

'Items belonging Eb the fourth group, fel- both black and white respondents,
became.dandidates inr elimination. Mean scores were then computed' on all
items, and the mean grequency scores were multiplied by the mean tension

-scores.' The resulting distribution of products was examined, aril the. .

items that fell one standard deviation below the mean of the distributilOn
were also considered candidates. or elimination. An experimental form of
the RAPS was prepared as the basis bf these revisions for use in,a pre- .

liminsryfield,tryout.

4

PRELIMIVRY FIELD TRYOUT OF THE ,RAPS

Objectifies

.ft

At this
pSyChometric
scaling,' and

Method

6
-a

Stage of the research, the objectives w ere to determine the
characteristics of the RAPS, to permit factor analysis and
to ascertain post, race, and grade'diffexences.

. ,

. Data Collection PrObedures. The.data were collected at two Army
overseas commands and fOuroontinental United-Statee, (OONUS),Armyposts.

.during May and,June 1973. Biracial survey teams traveled to each site to.*
-administer thequestionnafreet Subjects used an average,of-45 minutes to
coMplete the instrumentl.the time range was 25 minutes to 2 hours.
4

.

. -Samples. A.stratified sampling design was used that required that
half the subjects be black aria half white, with each ofthese two sub -
samples stratified by grade in proportiOn to. tHe grade.percentages.inthe
Army. ,Installation requirements ranged from 500 to 1,000,depending upon
the population of the installation. In all, 1,345 black and 1,723 white
ArMy-personnel were administered the experimental RAPS.

O

-4, ) .

Additional small samples Mere also collected at selected posts,as
test-retest samples for use an the. evaluation of test-retest reliability.
These peksonnel were required'to posttheir social security numbers to
enable matching the test and retest data. The test- retest interval Was-

..

7 weeks:
. . .

Results of Preliminary Field Tryout -

Racial Perceptions Inventory... RPI,items were typically Likert-type
- items with a5-point 'pale ranging from "Strongly agree" to "strongly
disagree." Sciles within the RPI were identified throUgh factoi analysis ,

procedures. In conducting the factor analysis,subjecis'were randomly

7o
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divided intro; construct and cross-validatimbhalves, with the analysii'
condudted separately bn each'group. The principal components soltion
with a vailmax.rotatibfi was used for this°analysis*(Harmon, 1967). 'The
factor analysis yielded these four factors on both groups:

1. Perceptions of Raeial Discrimination (PRB),

.2: 'Attitude Toward integration (ATI),

3.1 BacklanbFeelings (BF), :and

4. Racial Climate. (RC).

The results, along with factor loadings for the Construct and cross-
;validaion halves,-are 'Sbewnas Appendix B.

Once the factor analysis wa s'completed, scale scores were calculated
for each individual by sumndng the scores on each item falling in a fac-
tor. The correlations between-these factor scores for whites are shown
in the upper half and for blacks in the lower half- of Table 1.1

PRD

'ATi

Br

Re

Table A

RPI Intercorrelation Matrix.

Whites
(N =1.691)

ATI BFPRD - -RC

. .

Blacks
(N.= 1,335)

III interpreting these correlations, it is important., to note that the
pOlaritie:of scoring diifiirs on each scale...On'the PRD, a law score means
that the individual sees a lot of discrimination. On the ATI, a low
score indicates an ,unfavorable attitude t:owardAntegration rmc the BF

'scale, a.--lowscore.indicates the respondent ag4ees with backlash -type
stateiente.. Aid-onthe'Re scale, a low score indicates the respondent

%sees a. favorable racial clima41. . At ,-._

-
I.

.r

-4
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. The data show that a numbei-Of the scales are correlated.. The high -'
est correlations .are b2tween the Attitude Toward.JntegrItion and Backlash
Feelings, scales for.whites (r = .59) and between the Attitude Toward
Integration and RaCial Climate scales for .bIacks (r = For blacks
there' is also a strong correlation between Perceptions of Racial
ination and Racial:Climate = -.49) scales.

The reliability of tilesq, scdles was evaluatea inIthree.waya. The
.cross-validation procedures, provided one estimate of then reliability of
the instrument. The-.coefficient .of congruence (Harmon, 1967) between the
two factor ahalysis.aampleb was 99forgvall four of the scales. This

thantha the factor; loadings in.the t%4:ndepentvaamples were
and ,that-the-responses were stable.... Coefficld&S alpha were also

'compute" on each of the, four scales (Cronbach,' 1951). These are.measures
of internal consistency, which'are,interpreted similarly to an r value.
These results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2

Reliability. Estimates of theRPI
(Coefftcient alpha)

o
I. biecriminatfbn

r
lirII. gration

III. Backlash
S .

IV. Climate

1245 (30 items4

- .904 (16 items)

.869 (15 item s) .

( 9 items).778

Note: Alpha representsthe expected correlation of one
test with an. alternative form containing the same

'.number of items.

.

4") . , 1
, .

:., addition tc evaluating the internal consistency of the.instrumedt,
the sample design allowed for a test- retest reliability estimate. In one
'-group oesilbjectsi the following correlations were Obtained:. PRID, .47:
ATI, .56; BF, .56; and RO,_.45. :

I - ,

/
,!..

.. ,Tile test - retest coefficients were only moderately high .correlations,
but the internal consistency measures were very etrong.. These were seen
As better:esti4 mates. of. tWreliability of the instrument beCause-of the
many extraneous variables that act to affect testi-retest subjects.during
a 7-week. period '(Nunnally, 1967)..
- . : .



4 Following the initial analysis of data to identify rekeonse patterns;
the 'scales were examined for racial, post,and grade Offferences. Table

3 ShowslOthat the RPI detected mayor differences'in responses eor blacks

hnd whites. Note also major differences-intherviability of the data
bpi race: Table 4 shows major differences in ,responses by grads and, to

a le*ser.extent, by-post. '
, .

4

Indictors of,DisCriminatory Behavior (IDB). The IDB was not in-'

tended to .be a scale as t)ie EPI had proVen td be,and.therefore, fadtor
analysis procedures were.mot appropriate. Two other typbs of analyses,,

were used. First, basedpn the content.of indiVidbal items, indexes of
acts .of etscrimiation and of reports of verbal slups acid insults were
develOped. Scores for each index were ocaputedand sorrel ith the
RPI scales.' Second, the individual items were categ r*zed into quatrains,
bised.on the responses p the frequelicy...and-tension responses: low _ten-

;111/bh, AW frequency; tensio ill'01frequency; high tension, low Ire-:

quency; and high tensioe:. gh frequency.

4.
.

Table 5 shows the correlations between IDB scoresand. the RPI scales..
For whites, strong correlatiOns)Detween the RPI Backlash scale and the IDB'
items indicated whites werethe victims.of discrimination and insults.
Those Veems in which blacks were seen by whites as the victims of discrim-
ination had their highest correlations with the,RPI Perceptions,, of Racial
Discriminatioh scales Ob-blacks, the*RP4NRerdeptions of Racial Discrimi-
nation scileftad its"bighestcorrelitions with the IDB items that describe.
.discriminaion againnt'blacks. Also,sitemethat described discrimination
and insults-aghinsettes W c4ere more.likely tbleassociated with,a
black'S attitude tows d integration than his or-her. rscore'on the RBI Back-

Lash Feetirigs
.)

. The second" type Of analysis performed on the icop.ekamined.items in
.terns of both frequencycif,occurrence and de ee of tension associated
with each. For whites, HIgh tension and hi frequency. items were as

. .

foll5Ws:
0

1. Ihear whitbs on thispost using expresiions such as "work like
a nIgger," "free, white, and 21," etc.

I see blacks on thispost,asking that they be. treated better
than whites.

I- 44

3. I hear whited on this post refer to bia s.aii; "nigger, " "zoon,"

etc.% ° .

4. I.:hear whites at this post making'insulting remarks about the
,

hair styled,' music, or food preference of black*.

5: °I hear. blacks on thispost.reker to whites in such terms as '

"honky," "rabbit," or "beast."
,



Table 3

Blibk-White Differences on. RPI Scales
P IL

.44?o'

Blacks (N = 1,326)

2.

. .

e PRD

. \
.

. '7.5s .322.94,
.

,17i97,
.

' .
,ATI 69.66 98.88' 9:94
7/N . --%

B,F,' 53.02 44.03 6:64'

... of , 0

'34.19Rp. 25.31 5.85

Whites (N.= 1,686)

F test t test
2

S.D. 2 ,
, . of S of means

S

105.56, 69.64.'9.34 4.64**P -48.68**
.

59.33 94.54 9p2 1.05 + 3.69**
,... Y

45.22 91.83 9.58 2.09** +2.16**

24.17 ,27.00 'T6.20. 1.27** +.5.70**
q,

**Significant at':01.

Ik

Table 4 .

ANOVA Results for RPI Scales
4.

.

.

/Variable

-4

Fyalues

Whites '
-

-`` -Blacks

Perceptions of Ractal
Discrimination - Post

Grade

Attitude Toward
1' Integration . 4 Poet

111

..Grade
't ,

Back16.0h Feelings_ .',11' Post 6.11**
-. '. %' Gride 9.'44**

, ,

44r- 0.
RaCIal climate., 'L Poet 2;56* ,

,.- Grade 72.84**
.-,- .

,
.

3.95** 6.34**
24.16** . 16.49**

61.3**'
27.63 **

1.47'

'"107.73**

4

4.

--wingnificant
,

* *Significant at .01.
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Table 5

Correlations Between IDB ScoNes and RiI.Scaies
-

:Item 4

0

PRD - ATI PF RC 6

Whites
0.4

Discrimination against whites.

Discrimination against blacks

Insultsagainst.whites

InSults against blacks

-0.21

-0.38

.L.0.15

.

-0.39

-0.17

-0.28

-0.13

-0.46

-0.18

.70.40.

-0.24

0.38

0.27.

4
(428

0.24

I

fa

Blacks
4 It

DiSCriminatiOn agaiiist, blacks .-0.64- -0.41 -0.02 0.50

Discrimination against whites -0.23 -0.41 -0.25 0;28

Insuitt against,blacks -0.45 -0.23 -0.04 0.31

InsUlts against whites -0.25, '-0.18 70.19' ,0.20

6. Iieeblacks getting away with breaking that I am
punished.fdr.

7. ',see. whites around here asking that they be treatedbeiter
than blatki...

16' I hear Whites on this post refer. to blacks as "boy."
. .

.44 N

9. see.blachslon this post,getiing together in
tions to harass or:exclude' ma.from facilities

For blacks, high tension andhigh fragile:4 items were

. -

certain.sitga-.
open to ell.

as follows:

. 1. ,0* .supervisors bh this poit'jx4110 my work in a different
wpy.than they do for whites. .



eit4

2. I see white sup ervisors pass backs 3ver for trainingy..

tunities for' which they are qualified.

3. White supervisor:3 'at_thie post give me legs c edit
perforianbe than they give white Soldieis.

. 7..

.
.

."4. I hearblackson this post refer to whites in Such
Monky,","rabbit,"or °beast."

.

3. I, seevwhitei getting away "with breaking rules that
puniibed for.

oppor-

'.
.

for good

I am

6. I. hear whites on this pOst refer to blacks as "boy."

The differehces in items selected by
quency, high tension items suggested
0 good job.of discriminating between

5'
4)

a

5,
as .

F

blacks and whites as beingohigh fre-
that the individual items were doing
individuals with different percepti&s. s,

t Tests were also made to determine if the IDB detected post and gradedifferences. Since the IDB indexes were not comparable across race,2 thecomparisons were made by race across post and grade (Table 6). As on theAPI, the IDB generally identified differences in responses by post andgrade. Grade again appeared to be the major variable of interest.'

JPConclusion
Ai

of-the:6I and the ID the preliminary phase of the.'study strongly indicated that the .APT was a reliable and sensitive measure'of perceptions of racial discriMination, attitudes toward integration,backlash feelings,.and racial,. climate, and that the IDB was aveljable:
measure o_ incidences of discriminatory behavior. COnsequently,.it wasconcluded ihat the RAPith minor modification, had sufficient psYcho-

.

.metric rigor to be administered across all.the services as a final fieldtest,

0 l

2IDtindexes consist, of different items
and Whitetit tArefor0, the index scores
be if the SaMe items were used for each

1 If

4
andfnemberi'of, items for ,blacks
Are not comparable as they would
greuP.

'' t
:

.0

0
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table 6

IDB Results

-1°

. Race

F values
d F\ values

for Posta fot grades" .

Wh /te .

0

Discilmination against whites
Dtscriminationegainst blacks
Insults against whites .

* .

Insults against blacks

'3.09*
2.76*
5.07* ; t

'2.99*

12p97 **

47.04**
.55:16***

27.32**
., *,.,

Black

I : Discriminatio gainat whitest/ 1.23 46.4e**

Discrimination against blacks .6.21** V '86.32**
'Insultkaginit whites 3.62* . 9.88**

Insults against blacks 1.8Q .14.52**

,

*SignifiCant at .05.
* *Significant at .01.

;

INTERSERVICE FIELD TEST0FTHE RAPS

Objectives

Th"e objeCtiVes pf this phase of the research were as

. ;

follows:

1. TddeterSne-the reliability of the RAPS .for each of the mili-

tary services.-

' i

22. To establish the validity of the Racial Peraptionsqnventory .4

(RPb- seCtipri of-the RAPS. . .

,z,
.

10

3. To examine the relationships between racial attitudes and per-
'ceptions and.selected-demographic.variables. '

Method .

4-
.

. -..

Description vot the RAPS. As developed after the Preliminary field
tryout, the RacialPerceptions anventory.consisted of items to which sub,-

.jects were -asked ta:respond'on a 5-Poine,scai$xanging fiom "agree

°122'4



strongly", to "disagree strongly." These itemsmeasured.attitudes and
vexceptions in four conceptual.

1. -Perceived Discrimination Against Bleickp (FD9);'

J1.2. 'Attitude Toward Racial Interaction (ATI), -

.3. Feelings of Reverse Racism tF106;

4. Racial olimkte (RC),.

10.

A second section, consisting of statements about specific diserimi7
natory acts that might occur on or near military installations, wad' the
"Incidence of Diacrimipatory Behaviors" (IDB). qubjects were asked to
indicate'whether they thought each act would lead to racial tensionehow-
.frequAtlr they actually'saw or heard such acts occurring,"on this
installation."

The final instrument used in the field testts. included

'section I: qemographic Questions 13 items

t, Section II: Thee-Racial Perceptions Inventory (BPI) 73 items

Se9tion III: Incidence 'of Discrimihatory Behaviors
(IDB) Tension,Questions

Section IV:

Section V:

42 items

Incidence of Discriminatory BehaViors
4IDO) Frequency Questions. 42 items

Questions on Job Satisfaction; Experience
-in RA6 Relation! Training , 11 items

.181

-Description of the Sample. For this field test, a sample of 125
permanently assigned personnel was requested at each of 36 installations
throlighout the Deparvaent.of Defense.' These 'installations are listed inTable 7. ;,p. became Apparent during the preliminary field tryout that it
was extremely difficuttto obtain a 50-50 sample of black and white per-
sonnei.uparticularlk.at the higher ranks. Since the Army has the .largest'
represent on of blacks Of.all the services,, it was assumed that this
difficUltSt would be increased for other services that have proportionately
fewerblack perionnel. Accordingly, the Samples for this field-test were

. to be proportionate by grade but were to reflect An overal distribution'- which 'was 75% white, and 25% black... The shortfall (15% s vice A, 404 -

'service B, 30% service C, and 37% service D) waa condider ble andnecesi317.
'tated the use. of the totdl.Sample for most of the analys s, The,totalOf
3,404 usable cases obtained wap 22.1% black and 77.9% white..'
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Results and Discussion
#

Racial Perceptions Inventory ,

11,
ti

1. Scale Development,. The,first step in the.development of the RPI
soales was to generate,item.distributibns by race. The distributions
were inspectet to determine'whether or not items should be omitted from
further analyses, based on low response rates or lack of response varia-
tion. The results indicated that although there were highly Agnifichnt
'differences between 'blacks and whites on item responses, the responses
were normally distributed in general, and the nonresponse to,any' one item
did not exceed 6%. Therefore, all items were submitted to factor analy-
sis. Nonresponies to individual items were recoded to the nodal malue,
based on the population estimate for each race separately. Subjecti who
failed to respond to at least 90%,of the items were 'eliminated from fur-
ther analysis.'

The items on the RPI we submitted to factor analysis3 in order to,
identify subsets of items which grouped together., Factor analyses were
run on the total. sample and tor blacks and whites separately.

. . . .

ConstrUcts similarto those obtained in previous analyses emerged\
u from the factor analysis: PerCeiVed Discrimination Against Blacks 1PDB;
AttitUde Toward Racial Interaction (ATE), Feelings of Reverse Racism,
(FRR)t.and Racial Climate (RC): ,

a. .Percei0ed Discrimination Against Blacks (PDB)- -The perception of
the amount of racial discrimination in the treatment of black
.personnel in specific areas of, military life, such as super-.
visory treatment, opportunities for, advancement, and military
justice. Examplei.of statements in this group are: "Whites get
away wj.th breaking rules that blacks are punished for," and "In'
my unit, blacks get worse jobs and details than whites."

b. Attitude Toward Racial Interactidh ('ATI)--The attitude of being
-favorably or unfavorably oriented.toward interaction of people
of differerit,races in the military and society in general.
Example of statements in this group are:' "In my opinion, blacks
and whites 'should pork in separate groups," and "I would prefer
to liVe in quarters that are mixed racially."

Feelings of Reverse Racism (FRR)--The :perception and'attitude
that'whites are feeling threatened or.fearful of blacks, and
thatblack.Personnel'atstreatedmore fiVorably than white per-
sonnelt Examples of statements in this group are "Blacks give

S
Principal components solution with a varimax rotation

analysis.. .See H. H. Harmoh.,.MOdern Factor Analysis.
UniyersitY Qf Chicago Press, 1967.

26

was used,for this
Chicago, Ill.:



Table 7

Sample Locations

ARMY,.

Army Base Command, Japan
25th Infantry Division Support CommandOlawaii
lOist AirmobileTivision, Fort Campbell, icy.
Fort RiChardsOn, Alaska .! ,

Fort Benning, Ga.
QuartSrmaster School:Fort Lee, Va.
Engineer, School, Fort'Belvoir, Va.
Basic CoShat Training, Fort Ord, Calif.
brdnandeSchool, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.

e
AIR FORCE

Randolph.AFB, Tex.
Macbill AIM,. Fla..

Basic Military Training, Lackland AFB, Tex.
Ellsworth AFB,

.

Bitburg AB,-Germany
Sembach AB, Germany
McClellan.AFB, Calif.
NCO Leadership School, Macbill AFB,
NCO Academy, Langley AFB, Va. Irf

Squadron Officer Schoo14,Maxwell AFB, Ala.

NAVY'

Subic Bay'Naval Station,' Philippines,
O.S.S. Inchon
NaVal Air Station, IMpSrial

Enterprise
Recruit Training Center; San Diegoi Calif.

.

Navy Supply School, Athens,. Ga.
Navy:Technical Training Center,' Memphis, Tenn.
Navy Postgraduate School, konterey, Calif.
Naval Training Center, San Diego, Calif.

MARINE COR))S.

3d Marine Division, Okinawa
fit.harine,Aircraft Wing, Iwakuni,. Japan
Oadquarters, USMC
2d Marine Division, Campliejeuna,' N.C.

, Parris IpLand,'S.C.
MarinqCorpi Recruit Depot San Diego,, Calif.

. Marine Corps Recruit D
3d Marine,Divaion, Camp Pendleton, Calif.'

f

15
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*ites good reason to distrust blacka,",and "Blapks get extra,
advan%ages on this installation."

d.. Racial limate (RC)--Th perception and attitude concerning the
quality of race telations in a specific service and the level
of commitment of each service to racial harmony. Examples of

statements in this group are "Race',, relations in my service are

good," and "my service is firmly cOmmitted to the principlevof
equaloppottunity."

4

Item factor loadings for the total sample and for blacks'and whites
4 separately are presented. in Appendix C. In this study .40 was used as a

'criterion for the factor analysis.o the total sample, whereas .35 served
as a criterion for the'separate factor,oanalyses by race where the sample

sizeigrwere o9nsiderably-smaller. In addition, the selected items demon-
strated similar applicability for both blacks and whites, so that- compari-
sons could be made directly across the,scale scores by race. Finally,.

0
items not indicating a clear association to one scale were.omitted from
scoring. . ,

4

Overill, the faCtor loadings were similar for both blacksandsphites,
with the exception of three items: '63, 69, and 70... these-items had rela-
tively'high loadings on the PDB, scale forthe combined sample. However,

an inspection of the separate analyses by race indicated that for whites
the items' had low lOadings (.15, .26, and .11) on the PDB, and for blacks .

the items had loadings of -.44, -.53, and -.52. The content of the items

seamed, on a logical basis, to account for:the differences found. For

blacks, the itemsappeared to be a direct measure of1DB. However, for

'whites they seemed to be more of a 'reflection of backlash.,"Id fact,
these items had relatively high loadings on the reverse racism scale for

whites. These items.were iliminated.from.the analysis. Two additional
items (25 and.53) were also omitted from scoring, since moderate loadings'
occurred on more'thadone ecilaand were dUlficult to interpret.

4, 1r
As a final step in measuring'the degree of factor similarity, cbef-

ficients of congruence Were computed for each scale to verify that the
structures weresimilar for"blacks and whites: The coefficients can
range from -1 to 1, where values approaching +1 indicate ahigh degree' of

similarit and Valves approaching 0 indidate a low relationship. The

coefficients. from this analysis were relatively high, ranging from .97,to

A .99. Thus, a highly similar basic factor structure emerged Apr both
blaCks and spites. Scales indicating the highest Agreeient were PDB and

RC. Coefficients of congruence (factor similarity) were as follows.

PDa ATI FRR RC *
.

.97 .99 .98 .98

Total 'cores on each factor r.sce were calculated by summing the

rdSponses on eadh item, reversing the direction of.thosa items where the
reszinse_alternatives-were-reversed. . These scores were calculated by:
utilising.a unit weighting sdhesie to take less advantage of the sample

)
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error variance (Horn.1965). 'Bdale scores' were calculated so that higher
PDB.;scores meant the respondent perceived more. discrimination. Higher
ATIlscores mean more favorable attitudes toward racialinteraction, .

whereas high pRR'Scoresindicate agreeMent with.reverseraciem-type state7
ments. -A high RC scale score.means a favorable view of the racial'dli-
mate. Scaiescores,were alftransformed for, reporting purposes, so that
the maximum possible wad 100 and the minimum possible' was 20, with a'mid-
point of 60. Zile:transformation involved adjusting the adores by the
total amber of items on a scale, so that the data could be presented in
comparable units."

-4

Item -total scale spore correlations were then generated for the
total:-Sample and .for-blacks and whites separately. Inspection of the
correlations further supported dropping items 63, 69, and 70. After
dropping'these items as part of the.scale score for-PDB, item-total cor-
relations were recalculated.- The range:of item-tOtal,correlations for
each of the scaled. was PDB.(.51 .76) rATI (.46 po-.70); FRR (.48 to
.70); and RC (.49,to .64). The results of this analysis suggested that
the item -total score correlations were of sufficient size to obtain
satisfactory. reliability. estimates.

2. Reliability.. The next step of the analysis was to compute
internal oonsistency reliability. estimates; using coefficient alpha.
AlphS'is based on the alterage correlation among items and the number of
items on a scale: It represents the expected correlation-of one test
pith alternative forms. containing the same number of items (Cronbach,
9151). Table 8 gives the- alpha coefficients for black and white responT
dints' separately. Alphas were also calculated for each service to deter-
mine if the 'scales were reliable subsets of items for each service.

. 4
' The alpha coefficients across-the various subsamples indicate a high

degree of internal consistency of items for all'scales, with a range of
.74 to .95. The alpha coefficients for each serviceare-based on the
total service sample'of blaCks and whitesand are generally similar.
Also, the alpha coefficients-for blacks and whites,-are quite similar,
with the exception of ttle.,,FRK scale. The aMOiguity Survounding the FRR
scale 'for blacks iezupported by the relatively low reliability on this
scale for blacks.

Generally, coefficient alpha,. as a measure of internal consistency,
provides,the libit basic estimate of scale reliability, since the majoP,,
source of measurement error is associated with the sampling' f content
(NUnnally,1967). Other types of reliability estimates do not consider,
as many.sources of error and are.more susceptible to external response
influences.. However, it was of some interest to determine the extent to
which'scales .Consistently.measure,attitUdes over time; i.e., retestreli-
.ability...7This estimate of reliability suffers from a number of defects,
such-as the effects of'subjects.recalling responses from an earlier admin-_,
istration when respondtngto a.secbnd administration andthe generalize-.
tion of response styles.a0ross IdministratiOns. Also, fOr scales measur-
ing perceptions of the.environment, asin'the RPI, low retest reliability

.
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Table 8
t.

Alpha Coefficients for RP 7,. Scales

,

Sample

Scales

PDB ATI FAR RC

Black

White

-* 753

2,652

.92

:89

.87

.90

.

.74;4

.90

.81.

.79.

t-Seivice A

Service B

Seevice C

Service D`

c

t

1,059

467

728

1,180

.

. -

.92
.

. . .91

/

.95

.90

.91
:.

.911

.88

.

_

-.88

:88

.87

.88

1 .84

.Z8

.80

.80

may be due to real chan4es in the environment over time or to a lack of.
reliability.

S

In-Oiite of acknowledged weakhesses in'ibe concept, "the .retest reli-
° ability was considered useful in gaging the stability of the RPI scales
over time. To measure the retest. reliability; the same subjects were
adainistered the RE:I twice, with 6 to 9 weeks between administrations.
Thesesubjects were untrained ;. so -as -not4to confound the results by the
effects of training. Table 9 gives the retiiiit -coefficients product -

moment .correlationa sepaiately for.b&aoks and whites. iiiii7-ratest coeffi-

cients range from .66 to .76, alit" .69 to :76 for blacks and whites, '4
respectively. There appeared to be little variation among the scalet-,,
or difference by race, with all coefficients moderately Mph.

.. .

.

,3. Validity a RPI Scales. The most effective model to use in
.

developing scales is a predictive validity model, where individual items"
are sielecteerfor their 'ability toLpredictsome future.external, behavioral.
criterion*. For the.RPI, individual items would be related'to future
behavioral indicatOrs of. racial climate, and items successful in. predict7

big or dincriminating favorable andcinfavorible racial climates mould be
seiectedi- ibwever, resources were not;availeble to develop, such behav-
iora2 dictators of the racial .climate. .Therefore, the model used.te --

4.4. the .scales of the. 1011.11es essentially a construct validity model.Ur(
Aftiirlit.:riaL item analysis, ,using factor analytic techniques to .isolate
internally consistent subjects of items, a number of analyses-mere .

:
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Table.9

Retest'Reliability"Coeificients

Blacks " Whites

Scale (N = 1013): .(N = .351),

pis .73 .69

efli .76 -.72

-FAR .66 .76.

RC .76 .7i

P
undertaken to demonstrate_that the ebales indeed measure whatthei puk-
port torthat is, that they.hive construct, validity. 'Ttiese analeses
essentially'aevelopa type of nomological'network (Cronbach &.Meehl,-
1955) to proftde ample evidence that the scales are measuring the hypoth-
esized constructs.,

4. Correlationeof the RPI Scales. ,Table 10 presents the ciorrela
.tioni among-the Basle egotist. The PDB,scale 'correlated substantially in
a negative direction with RC fot*both blacks and whites.; It seems that
the 'greater the perception "of amOunt.of racial diecrimination against
blacks, the lower thi quality` of racial Climate. This result is consis-
tent with the meaning of the constructs oft the scales. Similarly, the..

. PREL 'scale vas negatively correlated with RC for whitest i.e.,.high feel-
ilnge.of.revekee racism:were associated with a poor quality of race rela-
tions in the service: This relationship Aid'not exist for blakke. Bad-1
ever, there were difficulties inginteriretingthe FRRagale%for blacks.

s

Fon both blackwand whiteg,./AI correlated negatively-with FRR, sug-
yeating the undeistandable association ofpositive attitudes about racial'.
interactions With t10.00 le4el of reverse.tacism.feelings., The moderately
negatite relationifilp between ATI'add-PDB may suggest a:-cognitive coneis-
tangy in attituded and pexcepticins. People who prefer 'racial interac-
tioni 4140.tenito see a lower amount. of discrimination, which would be
necessity -fox the succese,of an integrated. Iiiing systei.. ATI isnd
were positively related, iso'that people who:fivored racial interactions
alsoLpertieiVed ehigherAquality racial' climate:

.

Generally,'...the-relationships. were.in the directions that wouldbe
hyPOthisiZedibased on the meaning ok.the:enderlying constructs of each
scale. With the exception of the FRR scale, the scales Seemed to be

t
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. table 10

Correlations of RPI Scale Scores

.

Scale PDB 0 :ATI FRR, RC ,

Blacks (N = '753). .

PDB

ATI.

1.00-

1:00,

.-.04 -.53

.45

.1.00 .02
-

RC 1.00

,

Whites (N =.2,651)

PDB . 1.00 -.20 -.09 . -.44

ATI 1.00 .41'

1.00. -.29
I

RC 1.00

;-;

equally, relevant- for blacks- and whites. The correlations differed iii
'Magnitude for blacks and whites, but not.in directions. Also ;, the cor-
relations were sufficiently Modest- to Amply that the scales were measur-
inirrelated, yet to'different cnsructs. .

.

5. Correlations of the RPI Scales With Other Variables. To Pro-
vide further-eVideace for the construct validity of the RPI scales, an
atteart was Made to assess 'racial attitudes by askiU=subjects to indi

°gate , it ' feelings tbout 'meeting Members of various organizations that
hid:reiktively. cleat. raciil galas..., re* was hypothesized, for, example,1 .

-thatf"i3OiOpiei-iiiith-a_feorbeablei orientation toward ..aaial :interaCtions -Wpuld-
. ,

hiliecliatc.,'POitiire feetifigs;-about meetiu7 a mekber, of the KU KI.We.:K3.an.-
(#10-,..iit4i li;.:+40se .4.thUnfAsrabie*leatationoi ,toward zioial- interactionS.

,11*'*Po pow/ .4agio, for,*ite0, Strouilly :supported by the data, The
correlations between ATI?.a .getl in, s 4ou t meeting a member of the cipc

adOth4,_releWant,torrelitiOna are ,prisentm- in.Table 11. ,Significance
4:of:the:ccA_la_ on. coefficien ts. are no t presen t ed, because with



Tab- le--11

Correlations of the RA Scales with Other"Variables

ao

PDB ATI FRR -RC

Black White -Black White Bl.10( 'White Black White

Feelings about
: meeting a white

KKK member ,

Feelings about
meeting a. black.
NAACP member

.
.

Feelings about ,
meeting. a white
CORE member

.. Feelings about,
meeting a :brack
militant organi

'ration member

IDN summary 'Scores
.

Frequency. of black
4tliscriminetion .(FB)

Frequency of white
Alecriminition (FN)

o-.14 -.03

.10 .06

_ .09 .

.25 ' .07'

'.67 .a3

$04
.2 .18

.09.

,

.03

.25

-.30

-.29

-.31

-.43

.

.33

,L .35/

.05

-.13.

-.38

.13

-.10.

-.09

-..05

-.06

.29
A

.29

-:27.

-.27

-.17

.21

.52

.04

.05

-.20

-.24

-'.48

-1.27

-.21.

-
.18

.

.1'3.
.

.00

-.30

,..-.40

..e

-id

.;

.

Nate: White N '11 2 389:' Black.N 674'.

such a large number of subjects most correlqions are statistically sig-nificant. The discussion ci:.;:trtrne those relationships "chit relate,to ttieconstauct validity of the ia s.

The ATI ecale would be expected to provide the highest magnitude ofreletiiiinehips,. and the PER scare the next' highest. These two scales aremost .'Clearl,y attitudinal- scales, ,whereita the PDB and AC scales, to agreater extent, aeasure 'perceptions of the environment and are less con-corned; with as atitiinda or predisipOsitional set. The pattern of correla-0cnie: 041- to support this hypOtheisis, particularly for Whites. ThoseWhites'whe had positive feelings Itbout meeting members of the NAACP and
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CORE also tended to favOr.racial interactions and to expreis less reverse
racism feeling. There appeared to. be little relationship for.whfies
between ATI and feeling* aboua member pf a black militant Organization.
Apparently the goal of sual'an organization was not so clearly defined
in relation to a goal Of greater racial-interactions.

iFor blacks, thil same pattern Seemed present, to a lesser extent;
hoWever, blacks consilliered the NAACP the organization whose goals were
'ambiguously perceived.. ATI was correlated positively with feeIings'about
a member of ;Ord, as expected, and negatively with feelings about a
member, of a black Militant organization. Apparently, blacks in the
sample did not perceive the goald of a black_militant organization as

'consistent with a goal of increased racial interactions.'

The lack of relationships between ATI and black feelings about KKK
.andNIACP iimbers probably pointed .to an inconsistent: perception: of the
goals.:of these organizations or a diffdrential.dynamic related to the
potential encoUpter with members-of these organizations. Some-blacks
with high ATI scores may relish the opportunity to confront a person with'
such,artithetical beliefs, while others may be:repulsedby such contact. 4

Some may perceive the NAACP as-an effective change agent, whereas others
may characterize it as an ineffectual refuge for "Uncle Tom" types of '

blacks. In any event, the.pattern of assooiations clearly Supports the
constructs 'being assessed by the RPI scalei, 4th the exception of the
FRR Scale for blacks. Thelow cOrrelations on that scale clearly show
the difficulties; in interpreting it as it relates to blacks.

. .

Another relationship, not included in the table but related to con-'
etruct validity, was the association between the scale scores and knowi-
,edge aboutrace relations issuds. Previous researIch has demonstrated
that knowledge may serve as an unobtrusive measure of attitude concerning
Civil rights activities (Fiman, Stanton, & Borus, 1972). Yaws/ledge was

hypothesized as positively related to the. ATI 'Score and to a lesser ex-
tent negatively telated to the FRR score.. In a sample oS 576 people who
received-both the RAP; and a 46estionnaire -dealing with knowledge-of race'

.relatione.issues, knowledge cOrrdiated .31 with ATI and -.19 with FRR,
both iorrelatione significant at the .001 level; Greater knowledge is 4

associated with favorable orientation toward increased racial
tions'and lower feeling* of reverse racism. Thus, the constructs under-
lying the RPI scales again appear reinfOrced.

6. Criterion Group Analysist j.nother analysis provided father
evidence for the underlying constructs of thee RPI scales. Two groups of
'subjects ;mere blentified ad criterion groups that 'varied' along, t dimen-
eice'thnt hypothetically related to the scale-constructs. The two cri-
taricic circuPe were ellected on.the basis of their involvement in aid'.
oommitmaststo high-quality race relations in the military. Subjects

.Group twines instructor* in the race relations't.raining schools, field
"'talctors.for,raim relations training at thunit level, or students: .

mirses-deaigned to make them instructors in the area of 'race rela- ,

tiose% In almost all cases these subjects volunteered o be in those

ao



0programs,, and presumably this voluntary involvekent represented a, tangi-
ble commitment to.racial harmony. Group 2 was composed of subjects who

. had not behaviorally-demonstrated any intlVest or commitment in race
, relations but were similar in other relevant variables to the subjects

in Group 1. All subjects in'both 4roups were from the same service and
have been'in the military over 3 yeard.

With reinect.to the. constrUCteof the RPI scale s, the following
. a priori hypotheses were made

Hypothesis 1: 'IRS. Subjects involved in the area of race relations
will perceive'more discrimination against blacks than

'other subjeOts., Work in'the area of race relations
seheitizes people to'the more subtle indicators of
.i.:Asrimination and enhances their awareness of such

indicators.

Hypothesis 2: ATI4 Subjects coh%mitted to racial harmony will be
more favorably oriented towardracial interactions..
ThLs difference may be somewhat lower for blacks
beams's of some disagreement' among. blacks about the
advantages of other ways toward subcessful racial
coexistence.

ypothesis 3: FAR. Subjeate in the race relations area will indi-
cate less. reverse. racism feeling than' other subjects.
.ThIs difference may ,.nob hold for blaoks because of
the Weakness in the PRR scale for blacks.

' Hypothesis 4: RC. Subjects 'in the race relations area will have
a slightly, lower perception of theracial.climete.'
Familiarity with. the area of race relations4tends to. '

breed a sense ofIruitration in attempting to deal
.

with sucha.pervasiyer massive phenomenon and a welt-/ developed acuity for perceiying discrimination.
)

6

Subjects concerned'with race. relations luremore
aware of the extensile sprvice commitment to racial
harmony but at the Same lime are. more, aware of the

...lack of service inVolvement in other areas they see
as'ctitical.

:The:restlts for the criteriom,grouipanalYsis.are presented in .Table-_
:12.. The, "results supported thelypotheses based on theconstrucis ior.
each of the RPZ'scales. All differences except those fol. 13lack'ATI
.scores mere in the hypothes4e&direCilon. For example, both blacks and
ehittivvho workee in'theereaApf race. telOitais perceived mote disorimi-

VhetiOha4iitiet:12LiChs: ::DifferloClesAn the ReviCale were not statiiti-
'.vii1.41i.A40141.Cant!bui"did4"elect,the'teht0ivenetse and ambiguity
!cd.Mted*th the coOtteitinetessumptione surrounding the hypotheses. We
expected alower-mdifferonce fOr blacks onNA21..scores,lipt theresulte

,



Table 12

4/

Mean'SCale Scores for' Criterion Grbup Comparisons

, Y

10

Scale

high invofveWhi
in race'area,

Group 1

Low involvement Significance
in race area, level4of

Group 2 differences

PDS,

o

_White

'Slack

ATI

57.60
67.35

49:269: .001
.05

0

74.49 :001
Black ' '81.62 82.07. n.s.

FRR

.

White . 49.28 59.67 .001
Black 0.15 44.11 n.s.

-RC

. .
White ° 70..87 :23.30 n.s.
Black ..- 70.37 72.48 n.s.

Note. Group 1 whites,,N.= 154; ~;Group 2 whites, N = 83;
Group 1 blacks, N = 156;jGroup'2 blacks, .N = 35.

showed no difference at all. With this minor exception, the overall
mesultb did support the original.hirpotheses.

p

. The previous' analyses provide evidence that the. RPI scales do meas-
ure the concepts'thit'they'were intended to measure. The patterni of
.the results support the construct validity.,of the scales, in that the
hypothesizerelationship-dontinued,to appear in a variety of situations
,w1t'41 nimiber of .different variables. This' network of associations and
iacCUMUlationotevidence clearly indicated tfie construct validity of the
RPdales,

'7.,,,:.RelatiOntships of Demographic Variables with.API Scales. The
.:deMOgraphic *aFiables,in.the questionnaire were correlated with the four'
:41YeTacalespn*AttitU4inal variable, "job satisfaction," was included:.
is ahi`a set JObreatisfaction score was the sum of four_questions.dealing



dealing with satiefaction with :the individual's military job (RAPS, Sec=
tion V, vestions 1-4). .

The correlation patterns .given in Table 13 were similar for blacks
and -whites. Blacks tended to have highei relationsi ps thai whites with
those variables correlating with. the ATI scale. Age, aank, and T4me in
Service were all fairly dolinsar and show. eimildr _relationships. across
the 'API scales. The average 4intercorrelAions among these variables was
.73=for -whites And .75 .for blacks. older, higher ranked soldiers and
those.with more time in service perceived less discrimination, had more

',
Table 13

Correlation of Demographic Variables with -RPI Scal
by Race

ti

4 PDB ATI FRR' RC

Variable. White .Black White Black White Black White Bla

Age -.18w - 13 .16 .47 -.12 -.12 .36 .33

l
. Rank -.11 -.13 .24 .44 -.16 -.11 .33 .36

Time. in Service -.20 -.16 - .10 .44 -.09 -.10 .37 .38

Education .01 .04 .24 .24 -.15 -.17 .19 .07

O

Cdreer Intent -.17 -.1-5 .13 .43' -.10 -.09 .37 .37

Racial 'Composition
. of Neighborhood -.01 -.01 .10 .00 -.05 ..01 -.06 -.10'

Clots .ersvms1
Contact -.Or -.07 .14. .13. .09 -.05 .00'.

1,!Off-duty Contact .01 -.15 .19 .30 -.13 -.07 .04 .20

.Drafted
.-

Job Satisfaction

.03 .08 -.02 .7-.11 ',, .02 .10 -.04 -.10

-.21 -.34 .20. .48' -.15 '-.02 .46 .51ua

o

Ifiththe'largesamples used in this analysis, very small
dorrilations:aps eigitificant. At the P .005 correlations
o410 are significant for blacks (N 674). and .05 for
.whit44 (N 2,300). .

,

,



_positive attitudes toward racial interaction, felt less reverse racism
and had more positive attitudes toward the r al climate-in the service.

relations ips were higher for black ging from .44 to .47, than
or.whites, 10 to .14. 'As pointed out p eviously, the relationships may
n part be e more to a selection proceis than to Age, RanR7'or Time in

Service. In this case, career-oriented individuals may see the service
in a more positive way. That is, they may perceive less discrimination,:
amore positive racial climate, feel less reverse racism,wand have more
positive attitudes toward interaction.

Respondents with Miter education had more positive ATI, Lless FRR,
and more positive attitudes on RC. In part, the Education variable May
be a reflection of age; since it correlated .33 and .38 for whites and

"blacks, respectively, although One might expect:the more educated to be
. better infdrmed and aware of racial issues.

Career Intent had similar relationships with the RPI scales as did°
Age, Rank, and Time in .Service, and correlated .66 with Age for .both
blacks and whites. It was probably in large part another measure of
these variables, since those,who-have reenlisted are older and, by reen-
listment, have indicated a commitment to a career in the-military. -

The variable Racial Composition of Neighborhood had lbw relation-
ships with the scalet For whites, there was a slight tendency for those
who lived in racially mixed neighborhoods to have higher ATI (n'
scores. For blacks; there was a negative relationship with RC (-.10)..

The amount of Close Personal Conthct withrpfople of. other races was
moderately correlated with the ATI scale. tore contact was associated
_with more positive ttitudesii. Slicks (.131..and whites (.14) had Similar
correlations.

Black respondents with more Off-duty Contact with people of other
-races had lower PDB, higher ATI and higher Re. scores. For whites, those
with more contact had higher ATI scores and lower FRR scores. These
results were in an expeoted direction,where both blacks and whites who
had more positive, attitudes tended to interact with each other during
off -duty hours.

. the variable Drafted ha4very low relationships with the RPI scales..
Blacks-who were drafted. tended slightly to perceive more discriminatioa
againitt,blicks,..to have less favorable ATI scores, ea have higher FkR.
scorei,.and to have :;eat positive RC Scores.' This variable may be a
measure of career'orieptition.

t-
. .

The Job Satisfaction variableyai highly related to the:Career in--
t it:variable, with±OOrrelatiora:of .617for'whites and .55'for blacks..
I misvalso:highlr related:to Age, Rank, and Time in'ServiFe/. For whites
the morkeIations.ceJob.Satisfaction.withAge; Rank, and T in Service
were 454,...51..,. and .54'. For.bdicks the correlations were 53, 407, and.
.53. ,The correlational pattern of job satisfaction with e RPIscalee

26
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. similai for_both blacks and whites. Respondents indicating high job
satisfaction perceived less discrimination, with the correlatione'slightly
higher fogy` blacks.(-.34) than whites(-,.21). Although higher job sati,s-
faction was associated with positive ATI scores for both races, the,
relationship was much strongeF for blacks (.48) than whites (.20). On
theffER scale,,there was .a slight correlation forwhites only, where
higher job satisfaction was associated with less reverse racism feelings
( -.15). As, one might expect; more positive attitudes toward racial cli-
mate were, expreised by respondents indicating high job satisfaction:' The
correlation was slightly higher for blacks (.51) than whites

To some extent, Age, Rank; Time in Service, Career Intent, and Job
SatisfadtionVariables represented a continuum of overlapping conceptS,
because individuals with a hi§h career orientation obviously become in7
creasingly older, hold-higher rank, and have more active duty time. To
a lesser extent, job satisfaction is.not a necessary condition of career
Intent, although one would expect people to leave the service if they .

were tot satisfied. Taken, together, indiftduals with a career intent
perceived less discrimination, had'more positive attitudes toward racial
interaction, expressed less reverse racism feeling, and.had more posi-
tive attitudes toward racial interaction and the,racial climate in the

' military. The pattern was similar for -.blacks and whites. The Education
-4 variable demonstrated similar relationships with' the RPI scales, with
'the exceptioU'of the:near-zero Irelationships with the ',pt...

Amount of contact with people of:Other races, either before or during
military service demonstkated slight relationships with the RPIscale:'
In general, individuals with more contact perceived less disdrimination,
had Mare.positive attitudes toward racial' interactions, and expressed
$lesi reverse racism feeling. The only Meaningfill relationship with RC
was for blacks. More off-duty contact.with other races was related, to
more,pasitive attitudes on racial climate. The-variable Drafted had low
correlaiions with the RPI scales: This finding is probablY not meaning-
ful. for the total sample, since not all Services used the draft, and it
is not used today.

Incidence' of Discriminatory Behaviors

-An objective of race 'relations programs is'to develop attitudes that
promote racial harmony. Measurement of"these attitudes, therefore, is
the primary focus of the RPI.. 'Another general objective of 'race rela-
tions and equal opportunityprograms is to reduce and eventually elimi-
nate all forme of racially discriminatory -behaviors. The IDB was devel-
'aped to measure the frequency of occurrence of such behaviors within airy,
particular unit. It is important to be clear about this.difference be-
tween thei2twoMeasures4. RPI scale scorns tell something about an indi-
viddal'e, attitudes .and perceptions, whereas IDB frequency scores tell
about what that individual sees in the organizational milieu in which he
exist IDB frequency questions are afways Asked relative to a specific
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installation or unit. By averaging scores on each item -for that particu-
lar installation,' one obtains a measure applicable to that installation.

There is then a critical difference between the ipi scald scores and
the IDB frequency scores. The RPI is aimed at measuring general atti-
tudes and perceptions, whereas the IDB,is aimed, at measuring the fre-
quency of occurrence of specific behaviors on any particular installation.
RPI scores, therefore, reflect characteristics of:the individual and IDB
scores reflect characteristics of the installation'.

. 'The IDS was envisioned primarily as a diagnostic tool for installa-
tion commanders and as a measure of total program effectiveness Over time.
It .is obviously not an appropriate measure of training effects, because
its questions ask about'the behavior of people who cannot be presumed to
halie gone'throughthe same training programs as the subjects being sur-
veyed. To the-extent that the long-run program goa4is elimination of
racially,discriminatory behaviors, the IDB is, at least theoretically,
more appropriate as an assessment toolthan the RPI, inasmuch as cd.t
focusei directly on behavior. However, further research would be neces-
sary to verify this assumption.

Since the IDB was developed to des4ibe the incidence of behaviors
on an individual installation, analysis for this report was difficult.
It was not possible to deicribe the findings. acrose 42 items for .each
stallation separately for two reasons. Pirstfthere are simply too many
installations and too many items. Second, the results only have weaning
When they can 'related to the individual characteristics of the instal-
laticp--infOrma ion most useful to a local commander.

Nevertheless, It seemed appropriate to describe results in more
.general terms, and so the data were combined and results given in terms
of the. installation samples Obtained. 'Citition should be exercised
in interpreting these. Composite findings, because they do not reflect
conditions. at any real installation.- For example, if one installation
has.freqUent ocourrenbes of some behavior and another installation has
no such occurrences, then the averaging misrepresents-both. Thee combined
data IciogiVe a general idea about occurrences of such behaviors at mili-
tary installations,and show differenCes in hOw blAcks and "Whites judge
potential for racial tension and indicate frequency of discriminatory
behaviors. -Appendix D lists the mean Scores for black and white yerson-
netrfor eadh:iteM, based on the total sample:

t .

1. IDB Summary Scores. Although the original intent of the IDB was
to maintainthe integrity of the specific items, an attempt was made at .

scaling the 044:baisedonfthe subjects' judgments of potential racial
tienSionettafn itemd::could conceivably cluster together to form inter-
14*.etablOcileiOnich:as:behaviors associated with supervisors or be:hay-

:: iewsreiatingtOeduCatiOnal-or OccUpational opportunities. The scaling
yattemptUied factor analysis, done separately by race because of the pre-
Viods/ydimOnstrated interaction of race with other attitudinal anclper-

,

teptt.Al variables.



° Both factor analyses yielded very large first factors that accounted
fOr most of. the available'variance. Subsequipt factors were composed,of
only a fe0.items with. low factoi loadings asar,werefessentially uninter-
pretable. "There appeared to be substantial intercorrelations among all
the items, suggesting that the discriminatory acts are consistently re-
ated to a unitary concept of racial tension. Therefore, it seemed use-
ful. tO combine the responses to Items that reflect discrimination agains,
.A specific race in orderto develOtila broad, summary indicator of. dies-.
criminatoryfbehaviors against blaillEh and whites. Two summary scores .were
created by summing Separately°the frequency responses,t8 those items that
reflect discrimination against whites and blacks. The summary, score of
the; frequency of behaviors directed against blacks (FB)' included 24 items,
And the summary score that reflects discriminatory behaviors against
whites-(FW) was composeckof 18 items.

- To insure that the separate items of the summary score were consis-
.

tently interrelated, internal consistency reliability estimates were cal-
ve for each summary score for blacks and whites. Table 14 shows the

alpha-coefficients for the, two 4DB summary scores by race. All coeffi-
cients are quite high, indicating substantial internal.coniiStency of the
:Summary scores.

-

2
- Table 15 shows the intercorrelations of the two summary scores with

the-BPI *melee, and presents fdrther evidence of the construct validity
of these- scales. For example, one would hypothesize thit high scores on
-frequency -of; discriminatory acts against blacks would correlate with a
high score on PDB.

11.

Table .14-

Alpha CoeffiCients for IDB.6mmary Scores

0 Scale Alpha coefficient

Blacks
. ,

a

Of blabk discrimination (FB)
of white discrimination (FW)FrequencyFrequency

Whites ,'

. -:
Frequency of black

Frequericy-ofOlite
diScrimination (FB)
discrimination (FWY

t

.92

.94

.90,

:91

0

Note.. White N,= 1,9881- blabk N =
4



Table 15

Correlations of IDB Summary Scores With RPI Scales

Scale

;Ir.

1, PDB ATI FRR RC

Black White Black White Black White Black White

'Frequency of black .

discrimination (FB) .67 .43 -.29 -.13. -.06* .21 -.48 -.30

Frequency of white
discrimination (FW) .29 .18 -.3.1 -.35 .29 .52 -.27 -.40

Note. White N = 2,389; black N = 674.

2. Frequency of OccUrrence of Discrimindtoryjilehaviors. The, differ -.
irerit types of behaviors,examinedin the-4DB items have been categorized

into four groups. These are not.scaleS, but merely Collections:Of items
with similar content. The fourgroupings and examples of'the types of
items-in each are as folloWs:

'

Harassment , 0

2. I hear whites on this installation making insulting retharks
about the hairstyles, music, or food preferences of blacks.

4

28. I hear blacks.on this instalpition rdier to whites in such
term's as "honky," "rabbit," or "beast." /

a

System TreatMent

4. 1 see Whites ,Who work in offices.like finan4, disbursement,
or transportation 'providing whites with better service than
they provide black4..

6. I see whites assigned to less desirable living quarters than.
blacks of the same grade.

SelfSegregation

1. Whites on my job stick together.

18.. During off-duty hours, I see blacks spending time with just
blacks..



*I Supervisor Treatment.

5. I see white supervisors looking 'more closely at 'the work of
blacks than at'the work of whites.

11. I see black supervisors pess.whitewover for training ,oppor-.

tunitieWfor which they, are qualified.

The items on the ID ;' were initially, examined to see if there were
significant differences in the responses of blacks and whites.' The
results showed significant differences on all items except. one (.01
level).4 Items on-which there were the largest differences are.shown, in
Table 16. Each of these items represented discrimination by whites
against blacks. Three of the items, were supervisory treatment items and
none.wagt'a system. treatment item. Ili each case, more blacks than whites
reported, the items occurring "often" or "very often." Both blacks and
whites selected the self-segregation items as occurring most freqUently.
These 'were ,

10 18. During Off7duty hours, I see blacks spending time with just
black s.

.

$A29. During off -duty hours, I see whites spending time with just
lrw- whites.'

1. Whites 6n myjob stick together.

I23. Blacks on my job stick together.

Further analysis indicated that there were other acts) occurring on
. which whites and blacks do not necessarily, agree.' For whites, other
.items' occurring most frequently were

2. I hear whitei on this'installatpn making inflating remarks
about the hairstyles, music, or food preferences of'blaCks.

9. I.hear whites telling racist jokes about blacks.

'35. I hear whites on this installation refer to blacks as
"nigger," "coon," etc.'

3. see blacks on this installation asking'that they be
rested better than whites. -

4
Chi-square tests were made for black-white differences on all items,

, .Tice Item for which there were no differences was Item 12, which, read, .

. .sI see whites reciiving disariminaiory treatment At military facilities
'(inch as the exchange, commissary, or service-club)." ;4



Table-16

*

Ips Black - White Differences on Reports of Frequency,

Item
Whites Blacks
(%) (%)

4

8. .I see white supeArisorp passing bladks
over for training opportunities for
which they are qualified.

Never 6 .1 18.0 ..
Seldom . .4 21.1 :.

Sometimes 11.0 38.7i2 = 861:89**
Often 2.0 21.7;
Very often . . 0.5 8.4

24. i see whites getting away with breaking
rules that blacks.are punished fdi:

Never
.

7''
58.1 180

Seldom 28%7. 22.7, '

Sometimes 11.'1 32.1 X2 = 813.44**
Zfiemi 1.6 16.2. ,. ,

Very of ten* 0.5 -10.9

7. I see white supervisors giving'blacks
less credit for good. performance than.

'

they give to whites.

17.

Never 52.3
Seldom

.
31A

. .' Sometimes 13.6
Often 2t3
Very often 0.4

I see white supervisors paying more
attention to the requests and suggestions .

of_wbirthan they, do to those of blacks..
55.7

Seldom
-

30.9
Sometimes 10.9.

Often 2.0
Very often 0.5.'

16.0 .

, 22.1
.34..;Xi

.

:7.,

b.

19.3

24.5
29.3 X2
19.0

8.0

=

\

=

v
-----/45.49**

.

724.13**
.

'.. ..

*"'significant at the .01 level.,'

-- . - .

.x.
.

Cbiltiquare base on actual frequencies, rather than percentages.
White N = 2,589; black N.= 728.

0
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.. e.-1, . ..,

... . .
TIrsatended to bellarassment -type itemss Whites in the military appar-
'ently felt .that there was name calling and other types of racial slurs.;
Itet.3 Appears to.be a backlash.-type item. l'

. .

':Other -.items which fslacki felt were occurring most' frequently were -.

20. I hear whites at this installation refer to blacks As "those
people," or "your peopie.",.

. , 4
, .1 hear whites on this installation making%insulting reMarks

about the hairstyles, music, or food preferencesof.blacks.
. .

. . .
.

.

5. I see white supervijors-loOking more closely at-the-work of ,
e

blacks than at the work of whites.

19. I see White supervisors judging the'Work Of blacks in a aif- as

ferent way than they do for whites.

While for whiteS the it er than self-segregation items concentrated
on harassment, blacks 4 e also reporting discrimination-in treatment by
supervisors. Blacks'agreed with whites about insulting remarks condern-

: ;Jug hairstyles, music, and food preferences. But black* did not report
Asearing.raCist jokesOor Use of the-word"nigger" so much as whites re-

, ported hearing them. This is.logiOale.since_in the racial,raciaClimate in the'
military todarwhiteswould probably. not. tell such Jokes or use racial

; slurs in the' presence of blacks.' On the other hand, blacks.report that
terms like "your people" are used,.which weites do not.report. It would',
seem that while whites are aware thatiwords.like,"nigger" are' universally
recognized40 racial slurs,'whites are-not aware otthe Offensive nature
of.a phrase like *your people" and are not therefore conscious of. its use.

.,In fact, Whites indicate.. that use of "your people". would cause much less
tension than-a7-ward_llike "nigger." Blacks also reported- supervisory die-
,crimination, even thoUgh whites did'not selebe this as an item they,saw

.

occurring more frequently. corresponds to findings onthe-RVI scale
reported previoUsly which indicated that whites do notperceive discrimi-

AatiOn against blacks to the extent that blacks do.

Beheviort which whites felt occurred least frequently.were

37: see blacks assigned to less desirable living quarters than
whites of the same grade." -

. I See whites-assigned' teless desirable living quarters:than
. . -. blacks of the'sam grad_ e.. .

40; .1 'see .blacks receiving. discriminatory .treatment at military
'facilitiesAsuch as the exchange, commissaryio4 service club).

.

,

14. see white supervisors making it.easier,cor-whites to go
thrOughiothe chain of command to ptesentA,complaint than they
.do for, blacks. . ^,



Three of these items were system treatment items and.one a supervisory
treatment item. 'Whites reported that honsing,was assigned equally fairly .

and, furthermore, denied that there'was anydiscrimination in military
facilities. Whitei,also said that they did not haVe-easier.access to the
chain of command than blacks.

Behaviors that blacks felt occurred least frequently were

12.. I see whites reoeiving discriminatorytreatment at militari
facilities (such aprihe exchange,

0
commissary, or service club).

6. I see whites assigned to less desirable living quarters than
%blacks of the same grade;

34. I se black supervisors onthis installation giving whites less
crealt fork good performicethanthsy give blaCke.

3e. I see blacksgetting away with breSking rules thatywhites are
punished for.

Three'Of these items were syitem treallpnt items and.thefourth related
to supervisory- treatment. All four items represent blacks getting better
'treatment than whites. It would,appear, therefore,..that blacks specifi-,
cally denied treatment in their favor.'

?. 7
. .

.In.SUMMary, it appeared that bOth blacks and whitest felt that self-.
segregStion was the most-frequent.type of racial behavior, in the miaitary.
'Both'blaCks-And whites agreed that racial,slure occurred, although the
nature of these differed somewhat: blacks were reportiqg the oCcurerSnce
of terms such as "your people" and comments aboublifestyles, whereas
whites were also reporting uses of such terms as "nigger" and-ricial
jokei. White4, it appeared, were,inclined-to denimthe occurience7of dif-
ferential system.treatment. Blacks, on the other hand, denied that there

.
waivdiscriminatiOn against-whites'.

.

4 .3. Racial Tension - Producing Behaviors.. Theittemp to tilize an
'Oaluaiion of potential tension that may be caused by a behavior as a
measure of. impOrtancein developing a weighted, composite .of discrimina-
tory behavior wasnot successful.. Although weighted composites intui-
tively seem fruitfulo.'they'are.often extremely difficult to generate due
to the instability of the weights. In this study thersOas.relatively
little variance.among .the items in the judgments about the potential
'level of racial tension, and the judgments did not appear tobe'suffi-
ciently stablivacross a number of samples. Therefore, it seemed appro-
priate to utilize thejudgmenis-of tension only in-A'mote.general
where R#PS utter* would.be made aware that the, specific site of behaviors
are More likely to lead to facial: tension and warrant:a greater degree
of attention. For example, behaviOre representing 'racial harassment have
a highersiean'leVel of Potential.tenSiOn than behaviors dip:ling with
suparidsory praCtices. Information aboUt the level of potential tension
for specific content areas of behaviors is proVided in the RAPS manual.

4
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of administrition.and-inteypretation (Fimani. 1974). HoWever, there were
also eighificait differences in the extent to which blacks and' hites
felt.the behaviorswould lead to tension.5 Items with thelargest black-

7'white differences are.shown:in Table 17.

The three items on which there were the largdst difrences were all
verbi&haraesmeht types. In each 'Case, a higher percentage of blacks
indicated thatuch acts were More likely to lead to 'racial tensions.

.-the foUrthiteM was .a synitem treatment item, and again blacki were more-
.1)Aely to feel it Would lead to racial tensions.

,
the behaviors whites felt were moat likely to lead to racial ten-

, 4isons were
::.

33. , I see bleats on this
situations to7barass
to all.

39. I see Whites at this
situations, to harass
to all

installation getting togetheprin certain
'or exclude whites from facilities open

installation getting together in certain
or exclude blacks front' facilities open

35. I hear whites on this installation refer to blacks as "nigger,"
"coon, ,etc.

-
.

. . .

...

-.
3.: I isebolacks On this installation asking thatrt treated

-bettor than whites. i,

White atibIlicts apparently felt that harassment and exclusion of either
,bliCksorwhitei was likely to lead to racial tension's. Whites also
indicated that-the-use tog berms like "nigger" would lead totensions.
.This:finding is:interesting because. this is one behavior that white's
,reported as occurring:more'lrequently than blacks did. Bhitei also indi-
catedthat racial tensions would be caused by blacks'asking for.prefer-
ential. treatment. 'This behavior also is4one that whites reported was
:occurring more frequently. ,

Behaviors that bladki felt would lead to tensions were
-

35. I heat whites, on this installation refef tolpladksAs "Nigger,"
"coon,." etc.. .

22. I hear whites on this
"work like. a nigger,"

41. I hear whites on this

installation using expressions such at
"free, White, and 21," etc:

.

Installation referring to blacks as "boy."

C!Iiimliquatiwalucefor black-white differences-werz 'significant' on all
item! eadieitem 19, which read, "Xsee white supervisors' judging thc'
lebrkpf-:blactka in a different'way than they ao for-wshites.",



Table 17 ..

DB.:Black-White Differences on Reports of tensicen

Item

o
, Whites Blacks

1%) (%)

22. I hear whites on this.installation using
expressphs like "work like.a nigger,"
"free, white, and214" etc. k

..

. . ,

. Will not lead.toraCial tension 4.4 %4.4
yill'in some case' lead.to racial. tension 33.3 15.0
Will.in most cases lead to racial- tension 34.9. .20.6 X2 = 275.22**
Will always lead to raciar.tension 27.4 60.0 ,-

. ..

. .

20. I hear whitesAt.this installation refer to
,

blacks
g

as "thoge.people,* or "your people."
. .

., .

Will not leid to racial tension 14.0 - 9.8 .

Will in. some caseOlead to racial tension 53:8 37.5
Will in most cases lead to racial tension. 24.2 30.6 X2 = 15142"
Will always lead to racial tension 7.9. 22.1

, .

41.. I hear whites on this installittion refer to
,..'" , .'blacks as "boy." .

.

_.
16.

Will not lead to racial tension .

Will in some cases lead.to racial tension
Will'in most'Cases lead to racial tension
WU elimys.lead'to racial tension

I. tee. whites wearing IQ bracelets, while blacks
ire not allowed to wear "slave".bracelets
(aymbolid black unity wristbands)..

Vill.not lead to :racial tension
Will in some cases leaa.tO racial tension
Will in Most vitsei lead to:racial tension
Will. always, to racial tension

3.8
28.5
3§.7
31.0

8.8
44.9
33.6
12.7

3.1..'

16.3
.:

25.8 X 2 =
54:8

._

7.6
32.0
32:8 X2-=
27.6

.., I .,

126.67**

;

102.19**

* *Significant 4t. the .01 level.
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39.. I see whites.at this. installatlion getting together in certain
situations to harass or exclude blacks from facilities open t

Slacks.selectedsome of the same items as whites--the items about the use
ofo"nigger" and the exclusion and harassment of blacks from facilities
open to all. Blacks also reported that the use of wordslike."boy" and
Phrases like "work like a nigger" would lead to tensions, whereas whites
did not lisi these.

. All the items among the four' most tension producing" for black and
Whites were.herassient items, with ame exception. It is apparent that
bOth blacks and whites saw exclusion and harassment as tension produCing.

130th blacks and whites agreed that the Self-segregation items were .'

least likely't0 lead to tensions. Thesejtems were reported by both...
blacks and whites as occurring most.fregUehtly.

These:results are interesting from several standpoints. First,. -they
eUggest'major differences in the extent to which blacks and Whites eaw
the same' types of discriminatory behaviors, .as, well as in the level .of
tension tit they believe each act would cause: Second, 'racial insults
were extremely important. -Both-blacks AnckWhites agreed thit.such acts.
cause:tensions, and both agreed that they are among the acts occurring
more frequently.' In addition, while whites seemed to recognize that'the
use of words like "nigg4e.would lead to racial tensions,they seemdd
leas aware of the extent to which other words might be :offensive.
Despite the :fact thatwhites recognized the-offensive nature of words
like "niggetu" they apppiently still used them. Therwss,also.soMe.
feeling Wong. whitesthat blacks were_askingfor'better treatment, aria
they,reported,that. this would lead toracial tensions. Blacks, on the

;Other hand, -did not report-that disCriMinatidn againSt whites was; occur -'
.''rin9..-ok. that it would lead to racial tensions. Based on findings' such

these,:it.eflpears that there was consiAereble potentialfor-lnter. .

:'racial conflicts throughout the military. The.findInge.provided evidence
that to Sion7producing'behaviors were occurring with some freqUency and

'/thett re was little consensus .between blacks and white's about.whet,waS
ng and how important, such occurrences' were.

.

.

The findings that-the-behaviorp Which occurred most_ frequently were
the ones least'likely to lead totensionsasAmportant as Well. -Self -,

;segregation, it appeared, by itself was not likely `to be a problem on al
but: if it'pecame:exclusion,- aeis:suggested by items' 33 and

39,.,tensions might result.

:,The evidence that.tensionuproducing behaviors werekoccurring with
soMeviVeq0epOrvives cause for concern.. This was particularly true in
theti0:4$00:;wherefor example,_ whites seemed unaware. that blacks were

Sir-bt!suCkhehaviors. If blacks and-Whites. operate under different
a0000p pa: abOUt:110w much tehsion-will result. from .certain behaviors,
t.hesi: the likelihoOd'for racialtensionlvand.even violence is heightened.,

0



. 60NcLUS5IONS
,

During recent yeats the military services have bepome more respon-
sive to the need to eliminate discrimination,' and many programs have' been
set in motion to.insure that the.policy of equal opportunity and treat-
-ment is implemented fully in practice. Effectivd'ieedbat aboUt the way
,people in the military. are actually feeling andabout'the d criminatiod..
they see inthe tepeice can prevent these'programs from losi their
direction worst, becoming counterproductive..

The Ranial Attitudes and Perceptions:Suivey helps insure, that this
does not happ50:. The instrument reliably.measiires attitudes and.percep-
tioWand Obtains.information about the frequencies of specific' discrim-
inatory behaviors. The RAPS, when correctly used, helps lquaX oppor-
iunity'program managers obtain infOrmatiOn they need to guide. their
efforts. A separate manual (Fiman, 197i) has Been prepared that provides
detailed instructions on its administration and the interpretation and
use of results.

°To soul-tea Of information axe derived through the use of the RAPS.
The first. of these is the global view of the racial climate provided by
the RPI-scale scores. Large itial differences in these scores wou d,
indicate a disturbing degree o racial polarization. withinthe insta la-
iion. or 'major unit. 'Inspection tt the responses.to.the .individual RPI'
andIDB items the seCoql.pourc of,inforMation derived from the RAPS,
would isolate and identify:spec fic pioblem areas.7within the installation,
ox .major unit. Isspecpion.pf-t responses to the indiyidual kPI and .TDB
ltems,ihe Second source of iniormatiOn derived froithe RAiS; *puid
late and'identify.specific problem areastwhich Might be contribUtingtg,
this polarization:: ThUs,,by,using the RAPS information, aoommander tuft
only can determine the approximate propcitions of the racial:problems ift
his unit, -but also can deterMine priorities in toMbatingthese problemEi,

. ,

One final pOint should:be made. Themean item tesponses'and.scale
stores. contained in: this report should in no way be construed as;A'rmik
.Wide or bepattmentpiDifensA4Wide:noims. Because of variatitns in:mis-:
sion,,population,'and locaie,:the appropriate norms for.A.partiCular .

installation ihOuld be establiOhed Onlythiough repeated. AdminiStrations'
of the RAPS over time. 'Then thetresults of each RAPS,administratiOn Can
be compared with .previous ones; through such coMparibona, determinations
can be bade regarding the deterioration, amelioration, or stability,of a

'Onies..taciAl climate', and inferences canbe drawn as to those 'things
whilhaOhttibgte!to these-conditions.' Thus, the RAPS ia:most effettiVe
whinfadeinietered4etiodicially within a commend' or at, an installation,

.

actinqas arometet!Of racial condit4obs. The commander can thenikeep
to.inIdie'SUiVeillanceixOn.those problea areas whith, left'unchecked,.could
undermine-the effeCtiveness of his unit.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
......

...

.
.

.

'The'ultimate,value of the.Racial Attitudes and Perceptions Survey.
*(RAPS) lies.inle'ss'abilitY tOmeasure,racial climate. However, no mutter
bow good theRAPS.i*eits ultimate-Value-is:kelited.lo how' it is used. -

.Certainly,WithoUtePpropriate safeguards, t.he'use of the RAPS will not
:yield valid resultOvand,,.in fact, may even be counterproductive. difman-
'ual Of administratfon,and interpretation Haebeen created as a companion
to thii,reportAnd.Providet guidelines for appropriate usage. However,
a 'systematic framework is needed, to'insure thee the RAPS is Properly
used to meet the needs of prospective usersi.serve.ag a catalyst tor.the,
modification and establisbment,otnew programs, and uleilitely contribute
to-the elimination of racial discriminatpn. '

Basid'on the prior military experiences of the'authOrs and. on the
comprehensive. view of the militery'enVirOnment that the work on this-
project pilbvided, the following recommenditions are made

. .
, '

.
. .

I., The RAPS:should be used "-annually" in serVicewide evaluetiOns
..!.... of.racial attitudeis and peraeptionsein.conjunction with other

''measures of the overall racial environment....

2. The RAPS Should be used at thd installation-level to help Om-
'menders assess race relations prOgrams and changes in attitudes
anciperceptions over time. A manual has beeivdeveloped to helps
installation'co4minders use the RAPS for this purpose (Fiman,
19/4). . '''. - ' . .

:i--:-..

.

. . . . .-.
,

. . .

.

. .

3. The RAPLshOula 'not be'Usedto evaluate specific commanders.
:,

The identification and piinishme,ntctCommuusders who obstruct the
general goal of racial harMony is a desirable consequence,. ;but`
Using the,RA*0:for4his purpose will contaminate the:validity

e
and truthfulness of responses from ibd'units, of those Commanders'
in thefUturev', ,If the commander thinks that'responses of his
personnel:A*111 be- used,to directly evaluate his own performance,
thetComMander will,very likely attempt to pressure hie. rson- 411,.-

neLto give the'"right" responses, violate his-pledge of nfiden-
AnonliSityi and inevitably destroy. the level of st

"with,tis personitel that is critical to the,RAPS.andrace rile-.
tions programs in general

'
.rIi1,501erali, the RAPS ShoOld not be used to evaluate speOfic race

reletione*OgraMs at the local-level. Alehaughthetnstrument
is aeissititte:to ChangeS'in the.rsciaroliimmte; statements of ceis-

.-.

sality and, precise eVeluation'reqUire Very special circumstances
(stickes control groups). Deteiled'evaluctions.'sbohld only be
dongc.biqUarifiecrsocial" scientists who have experience in pro-,
Orasi.:eValusitiOn'Handoen use scientifically' sound research designs.

4 .,

s 21.6eRips:jhOlii.ci be revalidated at least every 2 ypars,'bec*Usie?
changee.,.oVer:eucli an interval' could cause specifid itemsltn a



scale the,RPI and #.;,:te ICA, to lose.their.meaning.' Fur-.

thermore, additional areas cf concern among military personnel
may arise that should be included in the indfrument.

6. The tonditions%under,which the RAPS is administered should not
be changed without revalidation. These include face-tp-face-,
group aaministrations, biracial surveyteams, and standardized
Anstructions.

\7.

OF

It is important that the RAPS be used "systematically." In this
sense, the purpose should be to obtain information about atti-
tudes and perceptions and to communicate this information to
those responsible for race relations programs. As programs are
modified to improve the racial environment, the RAPS.should be
used to assess the impact of the program changes. Only through
such a "syeitems" approach to the development And implementation
of race relations programs can.suocess be attained. Two things
about such a systematic approach are important;

S. It is A;1: 20,..ley to misuse the RAPS to allow managers to get
only thainfOrmation they want to hear. This must be
avoided by providing strong safegurds ,to obtain accurate
assessment of the racial climate. This system ehould be
expand to provide More objective Measures of racial cll.-
mate as A:coMpanion to the-self-reports of racial percep-

.:!tions.InforMationystems can be established which, for
example, measure general, promotion rates for each race
aeparately. /

.

-4
.

.. .

b. This system itself should be evaluated afterA.t has been in
operation for-a substantial period of ame. There are many
ways in "which data can be incorrectly collected and improp-.
erly analyZe& These fdttors must be examined so that the
system can be changed to promote more effective, efficient

. -use of..the RAPS.
. .

Some attention should also be given to the kind of St ture within
*high these-redgmmandations Might best be carried out. /n.our Jaw, the
establishment_of'a centralized agency Tethin sail; service would be highly
appropriate. The specificfunttionssofsUch an agency should be deter-
mined by needs and requirements of the, individual serVicesi it should,
at z;minisum;:beresponSibleCfor such administiMive functions as igrepar-
inCguidel.inea fortheuse of the RAPS,:overSeeing -reproduction of the
RAPS, and4r0Vidin4!technicaI'assiStance to local commanders who wish to
use the RAPS. Otherpossible.functions. might include the conduct of, .

servicew4Waurveys using the RPI portion of..the RAPS. Because of pos-
sible f.overusef the RAPS, this function would be facilitated greatly by
tiSASValOgi00&,Of alternative forms of the !Ipis. A centralized agency:.

would p00.0101:::attiined,b0OLW:professiorial:peksonilel who Could -provide.

1e0ohnical:404istante,where needed and help insure quality control in
administration and analysis.. of results.

. m
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APPENDIX A '

The Racial Attitudes And Perceptions Survey
,

During the instrwueit" development phases of the research, the
instrUnent was referred to' as the Inventory of Racial Climate" and Atti-
tudes-.(IRCA).,- This walk revised, anti-throughout this report
the instrument was called the Racial Attitudes and Perceptions Survey
'MPS).

A
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Do not put your name Or service numbir anywhere on the answer sheet Or the questionnaire.

2. Arawer all the questions. Read each 5iusition mall of its responses carefully 5efore selecting
yotir answer.

I Choose only one answer to Bach question.

4. 'Mirk your answer on the answer sheet only. Do not write on the questionnaire booklet.

5. Use only a #2 pencil when filling out the answer' sheet. Do not use ink.

8. On the answer sheet, mark the box that has the same letter as the response you selected from
the questionnaire.

7. The answer sheet is numbered from top to bottom. Check your answers once in a while to be
sure that you are marking in the right pleas.

8. Fill in the box with a heavy mark; do not go outside the lines of the bOx, Look at the example below:

L

1:11E1 .

RIGHT - WR NG - WRONG

9. If you make a mistake, eras. the mark completely before entering anew one.

10. Do pot tear or fold the answer sheet.
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On y
to ea

//.
or answer sheet, mark yaiur answer
h of these questions, as follows:

A DISAGREE' STRONGLY
B DISAGRE . '
C NEITHER/AGREE NOR DISAGREE
D AGREE..
E AGREE STRONGLY

. Rate relations in the Airily ha been getting
better during the past year.

2. With the same education andakills, Black
fOldiers get better treatment *an Whites.

3. White soldiers and supervisors assume the
worst about Blacks in any doubtful situation.

. 4. Blacks were better off before this integration
business got started.

- 5. White supervisors pay little or no attention to
Nadu' complaints about distriminatimi in the
civilian community,

6. Harsher pumshments (Articles 15, courts-
Martial, etc.) are given out to Black offenders
than to. White offenders for the same types of
offenses,

7. Whites *hdsupervise Black supervisors doubt
their competence.

8. There is more racial discrimination on this
militaryInstallation than there is in civilian
life.

9.. If things continue the way they are going,
Blacks will get more 'ban their fair share.

'
10. Blacks get more extra work deli& than

.Whites.

11. I inidentand the feelings of people of othet
races better since I joined the Army.

12. The Army is firmly committed to the
principle of tianuil.opportuldty:

0

,-13. Aft& duty hours, soldiers should stick
together groups made up 6f their race,
only (Blacks.only with Blacks:an8 Whites
only with Whites).

14. The Military Police in the Army treat Bla ks .
worse than they treat Whites.

15. Blacks are trying to get ahead too fast.
f

16. Whites act as though stereotypes about Blacks
were true (for example, all Blacks are lazy).

17. The Army needs race relations programs.

18. Blacks get extra advantages on this installation.

19. It might be a good idea to have all-Black ad
all-White Units in the Army.

20. Trying to bring aboutracial integration is more
,trouble than it's worth-.

21. If the race problem can be solved anywhere, it
can be solved in theArmy.

22. There is racial discrimination against Whites
Ion this installation.

23. Whites have a better chance than Blicks to
get the best training opportunities.

24. Whites assume that Blacks commit any crime
that occurs, such as thefts in barracks. .

25. Whites do not show proper respect for Blacks'
with higher rank.

44.
26. Blacks in the Army atre not interested in how

-Whites see things.



On your answer sheet, mark your answer
to each of these questioni: as follows:

A DISAGREE STRONGLY
B DISAGREE
C NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
D AGREE.

. E AGREE STRONGLY '

27. Race relations in3the Army are good. r
28. Blacks and Whites would bibetter off if they, lived

and worked only with peopleof their own races.

29. The Army is doing all it can to improve race
relations.

30. In the Army, I would prefer to live in quarters
that are mixed racially.

31. my unit had a supervisor of a race diderent
from mine, I would dislike it. -

32. White supervisors expect Blacks to do poorly on
any jots other than menial ones,

33. Equa0pportunity and treatment regulations are
seldom enforced.

,34. Whites are not willing to accept criticism from
Blacks.

35. Whites get away with breaking rules that Blacks
are punished for.

36. In my opinion, Blacks and Whites should work
in separate groups (all. Bach &one group, all
Whites in another gaup).

. Blacks'and -Whites should mil together "only"
while they're on duty.

38. OUT supervisor picks people to do certain details
on *pads of their race.

39. Onihia installation,'01acks.who work hard can
Wimp= as fast as Whitea whO work Just as hard.

40, Sonic Blacks get promoted Jura because they are

41. Black pastier is a dangerous thing.

42. White supervisors assume that Blacks have hidden
motives whs9 they ask for something.

43. The Army is trying to improve treatment of 11acl
service men and-women in the civilian conimpnit)

44. There is racial discrimination against Blacks on
this installation.

45. Whites give Blacks good reason to distrust Whites.

46. It'would be a'good thing for BlXcks and Whites to
hang around together after duty hours.

,47. A Black in the Army must do more than the
average White to make the grade.
qr .

48. I like people of other races more since I joined
the Army.

49. The Army's equal opportunity program; have
been helpful to Blacks in the Army.

50. White soldiers and supervisois act as
though Blacks have to "earn the right' to be .

treated equally. 0 to

51. There is serious racial tension in the Army.

52. Whites accuse'Blacks of causing trouble and
starting fights.

53. Calling attention to racial problems only makes
things worse.

54. Blacks frequently cry "Prejudice" 'rather than,
accept blame for personal -faults:

55. In my unit, Blacks get worse jobs and details than
Whites.
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On your answer sheet, mark your answer
- to each of these questions, as follows:

4

56.

57.

58.

S9.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

A DIS GREE STRONGLY
B DIS GREE
C. THER AGREE NOR DISAGREE

I q'

REE ,)
. E GREE STR\fINGLY

Most commanders apply the military justice system
fairly to Whites bur not to Blacks.

The reason Bla'e0 stick together is to keep out
Whites.

A Black who attends an all-Black. school is better
off as long as it is just as good as a White school.

The Army provides a good career opportunity for
Blacks.

Blacks get away with breaking rules that Whites
are punished for.

There ahoufd by more close friendships between
Blacks and Whites in the Army.t

Blacks assault Whites jus1t bed they'reyhite.
.

Blackilshould say wt their own group.

1

B l a c k s a r e not to accept criticism from
Whites.

On this I have personally felt
discriminated st because of mrrace.

66. At stores, bars, theaters and Nastaurints in the
civilian community, I have been treated
disrespectfully because of my race.

- .67. Blacks don't take advantage of the educational
opportimities that are available to them.

68. Blacks give Whites good reason to distrust Blacks.

69. Many Slicks have begun to act as if they are
superior to Whites.

tr



HOW OF.TO DOES THIS .ACTION OCCUR ON THIS INSTALLATION?

On your answer sheet, mark your answer
to each of these -questions, as follows:

. A = NEVER
B = SELDOM
C = SOMETIMES
12° OFTEN
E = VERY OFTEN

70: Whites on my job stick together.

71. I hear Whites on this installation making insulting remarks
about the hairstyles, music or food preferences of Blacks.

.

72. I See Bladlcs on this installation asking thz.; tl...ty be treatea
better thin Whites:

73. I see White, who work in offices like finance, disbursement,
or transpOrtation proliiding Whites with better service than
they provide Blacks. -*

74, see White supervisors lOoking more closely at the wick
Blacks than at the work of

75. I see Whites assigned toeless desirable living.quar terStban
Blacks of the same grade.

76. I see White supervisors. giving BlaCks less credit fur good
performance than they,give to Whites.

.

77. I see 'White superviiors Pass Blacks fiver for training
. oPpoitunities for which they are qualified..

1
78. .r hear Whites.telling racist jokes about Blacks.

79. I see Blacks Who work in offices like finance; dislitirsement, ,

or transportation providing Blacks. with better service than
they4,rovide Whites. . 9

80. Lsee*Black supervisoinpass.Whites over for training
oppirtunities for which they are qualified.

I

81. 1 see Whites rgceiving discriminatory treatment at military .

facilities (sisCh as the eschi..ige,comrnissary, or service club).

Blitc/r.s on this installation making insulting remark.,
about-hairstyles, music of food preferences of Whites.

I see White. superxisormaking it easier for Whites to go
though the chain of command to present a comPlaintthan
they dcvfor,Blacks.

I see White supervisors applying the Uniform Code of
Military Jusitei (um.' ) and Military Regulations differently
to blacks tiler -to Whites-

48,



HOW"O,FTENDOES THIS ACTION OCCUR ON THIS 'INSTALLATION?

On your answer sheet, mark your answer
to each of these questions; as follows:

. .

-.A = NEVER
B = SELDOM.
C = SOMETIMES

-D = . OFTEN
E = VERY OFTEN

4'

85. I see Whites wearing ID bracelets, while Blacks are not-
allowed to wear"slave" bracelets (symbolic Black unity
wristbands):

86.:I see White-supervisors paying more attention to the
. requests or suggestions of Whites than they do to these
of Black's. '

,.
87. Dining off-duty hours, I see Blacks spending time with

jat Blacks.

88. I see White supervisors judging the work of Blacks in a
different w y than they do for ihhites.

89.. I hear Whitei f this installation refer to Blacks as "those
people,'I or "your peOpli."

90; I see Black supervisors looking more closely at the work
of Whites than at the work of BlaCks.

91. I hear Whites on this installation using expressions such
as "work like a nigger," "free, white and 21," etc..

92 Blacks on my jeb'stick together-.
g

93. I see Whites getting away with breakint rules that Blacks
are punished for.

1 a

94. ksee Black supervisors paying lesi attention to the
requests and suggestions of Whites than they do to
those of Blacks.

95. I see White supanrivrs assigning Blacks to worse work
details than they do Whites.

96 I see Blacktsupervisors making it More difficult for Whites
lo go through the chain of command .to present-a
complaint than they do for Blacks'.

' I hear Blacks.on this instaltatiob refer to Whites in such
terms as "hanky.," "rabbit," or "beast."

During off -duty hours, I see Whites spending time with
just Whites.



4,

.1 .

HOW:OFTEN 'DOES THIS ACTION `OCCUR ON THIS INSTALLATION?

i ory our. answer. siieeti mark your answer
to each Of 'these 'questions; as follows*

A = NEVER.
B =.. SELDOM .

C = SOMETIMES
= OFTEN

E = VERY

99. see Whites on this installation asking that they be treated
better than Blacks.

I seellikk supervisors judging the work of Whites in a
different way than they do for Blacks.

I see Black supervisors assigning Whites to worse work
details than they do Blacks..

I see Blacks dn this installation harassing or excluding
Whites from facilities open to all..

--I see Black supervisors on this installation giving Whit1s
less credit for gocid performance'than they give; Blacks.

100.

101.

102.

103.

104. I hear Whites on this installation refer to Blacks as ,
"niggar,","cbon," etc.

105:* I see Black supervisors on this installation 'applying the
Uniform Code or Military Justice (UCMJj and Military
Regulations differently to Whites than to Blacks.

106. I see Blacks assigned to less desirable living'quarters than
Whites of the same grade.

107. I see Blacks.getting away with breaking rules that Whites
are,punished for. P

108. I see Whites at this installation harassing or excluding
Blacks from facilities open to all.

109. I see Blacks receiving discriminatory treatment at
military facilities (tech as the exchange; commissary,
or service club).

110. I hear Whites on this installation refer to Blacks as

111. I hear Blacks telling racist jokes about Whites.



Please tell us the following things abixit 'yourself.

112, Race:
c- White

B. Bk.&
C. Other

(M SPOCIfY)

113. How old are you?
A. Nineteen years or less,
B. Twenty to 23t.years
C. Twenty-four to 29 years
D. Thirty years or =over

114. Sex:

A. Male
B. Female

115. Rank:

vi

A. El - E4
B. E5 - E6
C. E7 - E9
D.. WO1 - WO4
E. 01 - 03
F. ,04 or higher

116: Highest grade completed in school:
A. LesS than high, schOol giaduate
B. High school graduate or G. E. D.
C. tome college
Ii -College degree
E. Advanced 4college work or degree

117. How long have you been on active duty?
A. Less than one year
B. Onelo three years
C. Founo nine years
D. Ten to fifteen years
E. More than sixteen years.

.

118. During your off:duty hours now, how often
do you have close personal contact' v'evith_
people of other races?
) A. Daily

-M B. Weekly
C. . Monthly
D. Never

f'



"'APPENDIX B

Factor Analysis Data -- Preliminary Field Trymit

PHASE I--BABEWIDE,SAMPIJE (BLACK- WHITE COMBINED)

Perceptiond of Racial-Discrimination

Construct Cross-Validation
Half Half . Item

.804 (.784) '36. Whites get away, with breaking rules that Blacks are punished for.
,

.756 (.788) 33: Worse punishments (Articles 15, courts-martial, time in stockade)
are given out to Black soldiers than to White soldiers for the 'same
types of offenses.*4., .r

.750 (.738) 81. White supervisors and soldiers sat asihough Blacks have to "earn
the. right" to be treated equally. N,?,:--

.739 , (.775) 23. A Black soldier ust do." --yno that' ithe average White soldier to
make thk grade.

.723 .- (.737) 62. /Blacks get more extra work details than White soldiers.

.733 (.718) , , 68, White supervisors Blacks to do poorly on-any jobs other .

than menial ones.
...

.735 (.697) . 80. Whites do not show proper respect for Blacks with hig,her rank.

.703 (.693) 87. Whites assume that Blacks commit any crime that occurs, such
as a barracks theft,

.09 (.623) 14. White.suPetvisors assume that Blacks have hidden motives when.
they 'ask for something.

.681 (.712) 40. Whites have a better chance than Blacks, to get the best training
opportunities.

7:6676----(76.149....,, '70. There is racialdiscriMination against blacks on this post*

(.667) 78. VVhites who. stiperviSe Black supervisors qttestion their competence.

(.6021 13.

.679

''.613 Most commanders apply the military justice system more-fairly



Lross-Vaudzdion
Half Half Item

4,

.645 (.643) 21. In my'unit Bhick soldiers get worse jobs am, details than White,
soldiers.*

::652 (.676) . 28. White soldiers and supervisors assume the worst aboutq3lacks in
. any doubtful,situation.

.

7--...r------ . 9,.,-- .

.617 (.630) , 32. Whites give Blacks good, reason to distrust Whites.
.

:607 (.613) , 37. Whites'act as though stereotypes about Blacks were true (for
example, that Blacks don't sunburn).

- - .

.630 ( -627) 42. On this post a Black soldier who works hard can advance as fast..,
as a White soldier who works just as hard.*

... ,

.638 (.577) 43. -White supervisors pay little or no attention to Black complaints
about off -post. discrimination.

. .. .,

.614 (641) 44: Whites are not willing to'accept criticism from Black.
. . -----,. ,

'.621 (.603) 52. Whites assault Blacks juit because they're Black.
.

.655 (.669) 58. MPs treat Black soldiers worse than they treat White soldiers.*
. .. . ,

.627 (.578) 60. Whites try to force their attitudes and ways upon Blacks;

:567 (.503) 35. Equal opportunity and treatment regulations are seldom'enforcede

.527 (.483) 71. At, stores, bars, theaters, and restaurants off post, I have been treat
disrespectfully because of my race. *

.508. (.465) 73. Whites tend to be very suspiciousdf grouping of Blacks, either
-

on or off duty. ,

.
. . . .

.582 . . (.545) 1'83. Whites accuse Blacks of,causing trouble and starting fights.

.580 (.514) 84. . NCOs on this post hassle with black soldiers who wear Afro haircut

.505' (.477) 89. OUr sergeant picks soldiers to do certain details on the basis of
their race.*.

A55 (.44J) 29. There is racial prejudice against Black soldiers in the civilian
community surrounding this post.

30
*Original RPX items.

- .

54 65



II. Attitude Intertion
on.strtict

.: $01(
Cross-Validation

Half
- .

Item

.700 , (.671) . ' 15.

.706 - (.707)
.:

. :7.

.739 (.735) 45., ,

.695- (.680) 63.

.688 (.695) 86.

ds..617 .(.613) '8.

.602 (.586) 30.

608 (-.594) 39.

597. .(.3664 48.

615 :600) 66.

550 (- .533) 20._

538 (.536) 50,

459 (- .429) .

$88. (.491,) .57.

164 (.415) "82.

l64 (.443) 85.

16

Blacks should stay with their own group.
, ,. .

Blacks arid Whites would be'better off if they lived and worked
only with, members of their own races.

in my opinion, Blacks and Whites "shoUld work in separate groups
(all Blacks in dne group, all Whites in another. group).*.

After duty how's soldiers should stick together in groups made
up of their, race only (Blacks only with Blacks and White's only
with WhiteS).*

It.might be a good idea to have all-Black and all-White units in
the Army.

Blacks and Whites should mix together only while they'reon duty.*

Trying to. bring about racial integration is more trouble than it's worth.

It would be a good thing for Blacks and Mites to hang around
together after duty hours. *

Blacks were better off before this integratidn businesS got started.

There should be more close friendships between BlackS and, Whites
in the Army.*; .

In the Army I would prefer to live in a barracks that is mixed Blacks
and Whites:*

,

If my unit had an NCOIC of a race different than mine, I would
'dislike it.*

The Army needs race relations programs:

A Black who attpnds an all-Black school is better off as long as it is
just as good as a. White school..

In thelong run, dating between Blacks and Whites does more llama
than good.

Calling. attention to racial problems only makes things worse.

0

O



onstruct
Half

.

.601

III. Backlash Feelings
4r-

Cro ss-Va tie')
Half . Item

47. ,Blacks give Whites good reason tOdistrust Blacks.
-

.632 (.630) `49: 'Many Blacks have begun to,act as if they are superior to Whites:

..646 (.631) 59.- Blacks assault Whites just because they're White.

.580 (.611) 3. Blacks get away with breaking rules that Whites are punished for.

.577 (.592) 16. Blacks get extra advaritages on this post.*

,.563 (.545) 25. With the same educatiOn and skills, a Black soldier gets better
treatment than a White soldier.*

/ -. .

.557 (.567) , 41. Blacks frequently cry "prejudice" rather than accept blame for
personal fau_,,,lti ---

" 4 1

.55, =', ..... (A83) . 46: Some BlaCks get promoted just because they are Black....,,:,,..

.
',2

,-
5 (.531) 51. Blacks are not willing to accept criticism from Whites.

i . . ,,

.527 (.537) 9. If things continue the Way they are going,.Blacks will get more than
their fair. share.

,
.547 (.533). 10. Black soldiers are not interested in how Whites see things.

.

.:502 (.444) 88. The reason Black soldiers stick together is to, keep out'Whitet.*
., ,

.459 (.465) 56.. There is racial discrimination against Whites on this post.*

.423. (.367) 74.. Black power is a dangerous thing.* ,

. 0

:418 (.420) 61. Blacki4on't take advantage of the educational opportunities that-
are available to them.

15



IV: Racial Climate

Construct Cross - Validation
Half Half Item

-
,..603 (351) The Army is firmly committed to the principle of equal opportunity

. L.611 (.579) 18.- The Army is doing all it can to improve race relations. 0,
,.592 (.597) t2. Race relations the Army have been getting better during' the-

past ygar. , ,....0

-.53 )
W(.602) 19. If the race problem can be solved anywhefe, it can be solved in the.

. . Army.

.552 (.555) 6. Race relations in the Army are good.

.476 (:467) - 2. I understand the feelings of people of other races better since I
joined the Army!k

.431 0 (.441). 4. I like people of other races more since coined the Army.*

.463" , (.531)

.437 (.515)

24. The Artily is trying to improve off-p4st treatment of Black soldiers.

31., The Army equal dpportunity programs have been belpful to,
Black soldiers.

3

. a



Item

5.

101 Items Not in Any Factor or in Two FactOrs
r

. ,
Blacks shouldn'tmeed to give up their cultural identity in order to
achieve ems.

A country made up of many different races is better off than one that's
all one raCe. , :

'i
' 11. there;is more racial discriminatibh on this Army post than there is in

'civilian life.* ---- ,
. :

.

, 22,,- Most TICOs try .to help p-Blacks with personal matters...

26f \. If Blacks want to do well in American society:they need to talk and
act more like Whites do.

e"
27. The Army provides a good'career opportunity for Blacks:

38. Whites were better off before this integration business got started.
1

. . ..

53. At this post I have personally felt discriminated against because of my race!"

.54. if my unit had a coMmanding officer'of a face different from mine, I.
Would like italot.*

55. Whiteofikers have more trouble commanding Black enlisted personnel_
than Black officers do.

64. . 'A Black soldier with an Afro haircut is showing his dislike of Whites!'.

- 65. Blacks are trying to get ahead too fast.

67. There is serious raciattension-on this post that may cause widespread violence.*
a.

69. I tiuspeople of other races less since I joined the Army.*

72./- Different races shouldn't hive to give up their values in order to live
together.

75. There are many fights about radial matters on this post.*

76. At the commissary and other on-post services, I h_ ave been treated
disrespeCtfully because of my race.*

t.
17. Our country is stronger because many different races'live here.

2 ,

.79: If) Were in the day room and someone made loud bead,remarks about-
,. soldiers Of nu race,:l would, talk to the person to try to change his mind.*

19 ,



Contribution of Factors to Original Cdmmunality

Factors
. I H Hi IV.

Con iribution of factor (Vp) 14.79' 8.60 8.44 4.54
Percent of total original communality 40.66 23.65 '23.20'-'1 12.49__

e
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APPENDIX.0

FACTOR ANALYSIS.DATA--INTERSERVIICE FIELD TEST

FACTOR ANALYSIS RESULTS

Factor I: Perceived Discrimination Against Blacks

Factor Loading
Blacks Whites Total Item Questioll

-.723 .647 -.759 36. Whites get away with breaking rules that Blacks are
punished for.

-.695 .6i1 -.731 '51. White enListed personnel and supervisors act as though
Blacki have to "earn the right" to be treated equally.

-.582 660 -.720 48. A Black in my service must do more than the average
White to make the grade.

:618 .600 -.699 33. White supervisors expect Blacks to do poorly on any jobs
other than menial ones.

-.560 .581. -.698

:587 .535, -:681

24. Whites assume that Blacks commit any crime that occurs,
such as thefts in living quarters.

6. Harsher punishments (Articles 15, courts-martial, etc.) are
given out to Black offenders than to White offenders for
the same types of offenses.

-.562 .554 -.670 26.` Whites do not show proper respect for Blacks with higher
rank. C

-.579 .630 -.667 57. In my unit,Blacks get worse jobs and details than Whites.

-.553 :661 23. Whites have a better chance than Blacks to get the best
training opportunities. _

-.568 .576 -.656 10. Blacks get more extra, work details than Whites.

7;577 .525 I -.654 7. Whites who supervise Black supervisors doubt their
competence.

-.509 .514 -.631 46. Whites give Blacks good reason to distrust Whites.

-.599 .483, -.629 . 43. White supervisors assume that Blacks have hidden motives
when theiask for something.
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. Factor Loading
Blacks Whites Total Item Question.

-.657 .473 -.617 35. Whites are not ig to accept criticism from Blacks.
,

-.576 .491 -.613 58. Most commanders apply the military justice system fairly
to Whites but not to Blacks.

-.530 .541 -.609 3'. White enlisted personnel and supervisors assume the worst
about Blacks in any doubtful situation.

. -.474 .556 -.599 14. The military police in my service (MPs, APs, SPs) treat
Blacks worse than they treat Whites.

-.535 .441 .-.575 _ 45, There is racial discrimination against Blacks on this in-
, stallation.

-.471 .468 -.565 5. White supervisors pay little or no attention to Blacks' com-
plaints about discrimination in the civilian community.

-.615 .412 -.555 54. Whites accuse Blacks of causing trouble and starting fights.
.

.507 -.425 +.550 40. On this installation, Blacks who work hard can advance as
fast as Whites who work just as hard.

-.482 .443 -.546 16. Whites act as though stereotypes about Blacks were true
(for example, that Blacks don't sunburn).

-.452 .429 -.482 39. Our supervisor picks people to do certain details on the
basis of their race._

.146 -.469 *70. At
./
stores, bars, theaters and restaurants in the civilian com-

munity, I have been treated disrespectfully because of my
race.

-.500 .297 -:464 34. Equal opportunity andtreatment regulations are seldom
.. enforced.

-.532 .259 -.462 *63. Whites tend to be very suspicious ofany, grouping of Blacks,
either on or off duty.

-.519 .110 -.411 *69. On this installation, I have personally felt discriminated against
hecause,of my race.,

27 items

*These items were dropped from the final scale. Referent groups were unclear for items 70 and 69.
Item 63 had low factor loading on PDB Scale-for Whites.
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Factor
o

II: Attitude toward Integration.

Factor Loading
Blacks Whites Total Item Question

.779

.737

-734

,738

-.748

-.745

29.

37:

.661 .743 -.729 67.

.703 .709 -.717 38.

.661 .680 -.677 19.

-.581 -.651, +.640. 65.

-.310 -.659 +:632 47.

.595 .649 -.646 13.

.565 .605 -.591 20.

-.557 -.596 +.588 31.

.546 .545 -.550 32.

.501 .544 -.524 60.

-.509 .490 -.484 4.

050 ,44. -.401 17.

.392 .358 -.363 55:

Blacks and Whites would be better off if they lived and
worked only with members of their own races.

In my opinion, Blacks and Whites should work in separate
groups (all Blacks on one group, all Whites in another group).

Blacks should stay with their own group.

Blacks and,Whites should mix together "only" while they're
on duty.

It might be a good idea to have all-Black and all-White units
in my service.

There should be more close friendships between Blacks and
Whites in my service?

It would be a good thing for Blacki and Whites to hang
around together. after duty hours.

After duty hours, enlisted personnel should stick together in
groups made up of their race only (Blacks only. with Blacks,
and Whites only with Whites).-

Trying to bring about racial integration is more trouble than
it's worth.

In my service, I would prefer to live in quarters that are mixed
racially.

If my unihad a supervisor of a race different from mine, I
would dislike it.

A Black who attends an all-Black school is better off as .
long as it is just as good as a White School.

'Blacks were better off before this integration business got started.

My service needs race relations prograths,

Calling attention to racial problems only makes things worse.

15 items 63



Factor III: White Backlaah Feelings

Factor Loading
Blacks Whites Total . Hein Queition

,525

.604

-.662

-.674

,-.667

-.690

66.

72.

Blacks assault Whites just because they're White.

Blacks give Whites good reason to distrust Blacks. .

.518 -.695 -.683' 73. Many Blacks have begun to act as if they are superiOr to Whites.

.519 4659 -.665 56. Blacks frAuentlycry "Prejudice" rather than accept blame for
personal faults.

.453 -.630 62. Blacks get away with breaking rules that Whitesjare punished for.

.414 -.645 -.( 20 68. Blacks are not willinj to accept criticism from Whites.

.431 -.587 -.620 18. Blacks get extra advantages on this. installation.

.398 -.618 -.597 27. Blacks in my service are not interested in how Whites see things.

.4o8 -.566 -.575 5.
.

The reason Blacks stick together is to keep out Whites.

.532 -.470 -.546 15. r Blacks are trying to get ahead too fast.

.259 -.540 -.543 9. . If things continue the way they are going, Blacks will get more
than their fair share.

_ .393 -.472 -.502 41. Some Blacks get promoted just because they are Black.

.531 -.505 -.493 71.. Blacks don't take advantage of the educational opportunities
that are available to them.

.281 -.435 -.488- . . With the same educationtandskilli, Black.personnel get
better treatment than Whites.

.451 -.459 22 There is racial discrimination against Whites on this installation.

.315 1 Black power is a dangerous thing.

16 items



Factor IV: Racial Climate .

Factor Loading
Blacks -.Whites Total Item - Question

-.644

-.617

.557

.480

.621

.574

28.

1

Race relations in my service are good.

e
Race relations in-my service have been getting Setter during
the pit year.

-:619 .536 .560 50 My service's equal opportunity programs have been helpful
to Blacks in'the service.

-.470 .598 .549 44. My service is trying to improve treatment of Black service
men and women in the civilian community.

. '2498 .557 .547- 30. My service is doing all it can to improve race relations.

-.553 .521. -.530 21. II the race problem can be solved anywhere, it can,be solved
in my service.

-.479 .564 .514 12. My serviceis firmly committed to the principle of eqUal
. opportunity.

-.497 .378 .454 49. I like people of other races more since I joined the service.
; . -

.426 -.513 -.479 8. There is more racial discrimination on this military installation
than there is in civilian life.

.

-.494 .400 .445 11. I understand the feelings of people of other races better since
I joined the service

.338 -.396 -A25 52.' There is-serious racial tension in my service.

-.509 .463; .428 61. My service provides a good career opportunity for Blacks.

12 items
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Variance Explained by Factors

?
Estimates on the percent of variance eicplained by each of the factors computed for

the total sample and by race sepirately are outlined as follows:

PDB ATI WBF RC ,

Explained
Total Variance

"Total v/p .14:99 11.17 9.95 5.71- 41.82
Black WE, 13.47. 9.33 5.93 6.12 34.85

White v/p 10.02 10.44 10.75 5.82 31.03;

The total amount of variance explained by the RPIlems in the four factors is 41.82

percent for the total sample and when computed separately by race, 34.85 percent and 37.03

percent for Blacks and.Whites respectively. For the combined sample PDB accounts for approx-
-imately 15 percent of the variance. The remaining- scalesare ATI (11 percent), WBF (10 per-,

cent) and RC (6 percent).

For Blacks the factor accosting for-the highest variance is PDB. For Whites there
_r

is very little dftterence among the PDB, ATI, and WBF scales.

a
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APPENDIX D

IDB ITEMS BY CONTENT WITH MEAN FREQUENCY OF

OCCURRENCE AND MEAN TENSION SCORES BY RACE

,Harassment
Items

System Treat-
ment Items

Self- Segregation

,

Supervisor Treat-
ment Items

Item Whites
f (X)

Blacks
T (X)

Whites Blacks

2 2.87 3.03 2.80 2.93
3 2.50 1.91 3.01 2.73
9. - 2.81 2.78 2.76 2.98

13 1.32 2.62 2.55 2.62
20 ...34 3.21 2.73 3.00
22 2.43 2.34 2.85 3:36
30 1.73 2.25 2.82 2.94.
33 2.12 1.94 3.28 3.09
35. 2.79 2.68 3.24 -3.57
39 1.63 2.01 3.2.7 3:31
41 2.28 2.94 2.95 3.32
42 2.22. 2.67 2.60 2.77

4 1.74 2.44 2.73 , 2.85
6 1.43 1.73 2.72 2.72

10 2.03 2.06 2.68 2.65
12 1.67 1.61 2.66 2.63
16 1.58 2.48 2.50 2.80
24 1.58 2.79 2.88 3.00

. 37 1.36 1.97 2.87 2.98
38 .2.16 1.76 2.82 2.83
40 1.51 2.19 3.01 3.16

, 1 3.23 3.55 1.99 2.12
18 3.94 3.88 1.98 1.19
23 3.13 .3:40 2.10 2.02
29 3.81 3.85 1.76 1.67

5 1.84 2.84 2.51 2.64
7 1.67 2.80 2.65 2.72

1.54. 2.81 2.71 226
11 1.80 -2.64 2.65
14

.1.63
. 1.51 2.55 2.70 2.88

15. . 1.62 2.65 2.85 3.00
17 1.61 2.72 .2.60 2.80
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f (R) . T (I)
Item . Whites Blacks Whites Blacks

19
..

1.81 2.84 2.48 2.53
21 1.61 2.11 2.41 2.50
25 1.67 *. 1.95 2.55 2.63
26 1.57 2.58 2.82 3.01
27 , 1.54 1.79: 2.63 2.71

,
31 1.65 2.04 2.56 2.62
32 1.62- , 1.79 2.75 2.82
34 1.'63 1.75 2.62 . 2.72
36 1.57 . 1.90. 2.78 2.82
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